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Boone meets Crockett in liaz
Or TOM MOW
Staff'Niter
AZEL, Ky. — A meeting between Kentucky
and Tennessee legends
Daniel Boone and Davy
Crockett will soon be artistically depicted in concrete in
downtown Hazel by local folk
artist Glenn Earl Newman.
Newman, whose drawings,
stories and sculptures usually
depict his childhood in
Louisiana's Cajun swamps, has
recently begun drawing and
sculpting images of more local
fare that include a melding of
western Kentucky-northwestern Thrinessee treasures that
include eclectic buildings,
wildlife, legends and stories.
He's now working on a 10foot tall sculpture of Boone
and Crockett shaking hands that
will stand in front of his home
at the corner of U.S. 641 South
and State Line Road that also
serves as Newman's Hazel
Fine Art Gallery.
There is a lot of hard work
ahead, but Newman says he's
up to the task.
"I start with this styrofoam
and put mesh-wire on it. Then
you take the P2 formula and
cement and form it up from
that," he said Monday while
working on the piece.
"It's going to take a while to
do it and I'm working through
the kinks as I go along. After I
get the concrete cdvering then I
will paint them in."
When completed, the giant
piece will resemble painted
stucco.
"It will be the meeting of the
two legends.. Daniel Boone and
Davy Crockett at the state line,"
he said. "That's what it's all
about."
According to historians,
Boone was 52 years old when
Crockett was born in 1786 and
it's unlikely the two ever really
met although they may have
heard of each other.
Meanwhile, Newman plans to
place some of his prize-winning
art in Mayfield's Gourd Patch
Festival this month including
one piece that is a small-scale
depiction of his planned BooneCrockett sculpture.

H
Ky. offidals
tout campus
safety month
F.... AP,SOON Mown"
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
Kentucky fire marshal's office
is reminding college students to
be aware of fire safety when
returning to dorms and campus
buildings.
Gov. Steve Beshear has
dubbed September as "Campus
Fire Safety Month."
State Fire Marshal Bill Swope
says it's important for students
to be proactive when it cornes to
campus safety.
In a press release from Robust
D. Vance, secretary of
Kentucky's Public Protection
Cabinet, Swope said awareness,
education, and consistent
enfors;ensent of safety and security measures must remain con-
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lallg Forecast
Sy The Assadatall Press
Tuasdsy...Sunny. Highs in the
upper 70e. Northeast winds 5 to
10 mph.
• Tuesday night...Clear. Lows
In the mid 50e. Northeast winds
5 Mk
sunny.
Wednesday...Mostly.
. Highs in the lower 80$.
• Northeast winds 6 to 10 mph.
Wednesday night.. Mostly
clear. Lows in the upper 508.
sunny.
Thursday. Partly
Highs in the lower 80s.
night...Partly
Thursday
cloudy. Lows in the upper 508.
Frisby...Partly sunny. Highs in
the lower 80s.
Friday night...Mostfy cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 80s.
Saturday...Mostly cloudy with
•20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 0041.
night.. Partly
Saturday
cloudy. A 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in tie mid 80s.
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Hazel ft* artist Glenn Earl Newman VIOVICS on a 10-foot concrete statue that will depict a meeting between Kentucky pioneer;
Daniel Boone and Tennessee's Davy Crockett. When completed, the statue will be pieced °Weida his home on Stele Line;
Road which is also the site of the artist's gallery.
•

The artist says this is the first
tune he's tried gourd art, but his
pencil and ink drawing, have
been prizewinners on canvas
Ites Ming trOe "ironies'
in e new faun ofexproision.
"I've never entered anything
like this before, but I thought I
would give it a try," Newman
said. "I've got some stiff competition."
TOM BERRY/Lodger & limos

One of Hazel artist Glen Earl
Newmun's works features a
smaller version of his
planned sculpture depicting
a meeting between Daniel
Boone and Davy Crockett on
a gourd. Newman plans to
enter the piece in Mayfield's
Gourd Patch Festival contest later this month.

Roos: M-CC Freedom Tax Party planned AEC group

Roos

Special ie dee Ledger
The Active Concerned
Taxpayers of Calloway
County are sponsoring a
Murray-Calloway County
Freedom Tea Party on
Saturday, Sept. 12, at 10:30
a.m. at the old Brandon
Auto World on 121 Bypass
in Murray.
According to a press

release from Dr. David
Roos, Jim Waters, director
of policy/communication
for the Bluegrass Institute,
a public policy solutions
and free market think tank,
will be the keynote speaker. Waters is a syndicated
columnist across the commonwealth and his weekly
"Bluegrass
column,

Beacon," appears in several newspapers. He is also
the voice of weekly 90-second "Bluegrass Audio"
commentaries and has
articles fro
authored
numerous national publications.
Other mini-speakers will
talk about =bon tax, elec
tricky rates, experiences

with the government health
care system in Great
Britain and experiences
with the government-run
Tenn care in Tennessee.
The mini-speakers range
from the health care insurance, restaurant, medical
and hospital administration

•

•See Page 2

Brinn Road sewer connections to be granted
My MANIKINS TEAGUE
Staff Miter
Several households on Brinn
Road will soon have their longawaited request to connect to the
Murray sewer system granted.
The Murray City Council last
week approved the lowest bid
cor the work, which was submitBTM
Murray's
by
ted
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Excavating LL,C at $44,338.70.
Dennis Thompson, the city's
project coordinator, said several
homeowners on Brinn Road which is just past the city limits
- had asked to be connected to
the city's sewer system about
two years ago because of septic
tank problems. He said he had
wanted to get it in the budget

rror•-.4

before now, but there was finally room in this budget cycle. He
said he was glad the city could
now work toward "fulfilling a
promise" after a fairly long wait.
"Most people don't realize
how much work is involved in
setting up a project like this," he
said.
The work will extend from

Utterback Road going north on
the east side of the street and
will extend a total of 965 feet,
Thompson said. In addition to
the contracted work from BTM,
a city crew will also extend the
line south by 397 feet, which
will be done after the crops
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Area Labor Day parade will be a long one
—arse

-

Sehoclal to the Ledger
ADUCAH. Ky. - A long procession of entries -- floats, fire
tracks high school bands and
other units - will line up for the
34th annual Paducah Labor Day
Parade Sept. 7.
The traditional holiday processi6n starts at 9:30 a.m. at Second
add Broadway. The parade will
head uptown and terminate at
I 7th and Broadway.
The usual political speaking,
free concert, picnic and flea
market will follow at Carson
Park. "We're having something
new this year - a yard sale," said
.1(ff Wiggins, president of the
Western Kentucky Labor Day
Qmimittee, the non-profit
oCganization that puts on the
cay's Labor Day program.
"reople are free to come out to
tht park and sell what they want

to. There is no charge."
The parade, headed by grand
marshal David Walker, a state
organizer for the Kentucky Pipe
Trades Organization, is also free
to watch. "David is the kind of
union leader who works behind
the scenes," said Wiggins of
Walker, who joined Paducah
Plumbers and Steamfitters Local
184 in 1968."He is also the kind
of leader that gets things done
when things need doing. We are
very pleased he is our grand
marshal."
Walker will lead a parade with
fewer politicians than usual this
year. Because there is no election this November, the lineup
of politicians and office-seekers
is expected to be short.
Paducah's first Labor Day
parade was in 1893. The year
before, the American Federation

of Labor chartered the Paducah
Central Labor Union, the forerunner of the Western Kentucky
Area Council, AFL-CIO, of
which Wiggins is also president.
Early celebrations included
post-parade picnics. A "Goddess
of Labor Day" was crowned
each year.
The parades stopped after
World War II. Local union leaders resurrected the Labor Day
parade and picnic in 1975.
The Labor Day program
expanded into a weekend event
that featured political speaking,
a flea market, free concerts and
other activities.
For several years, the
Kentucky State AFL-C10 made
the Paducah program its official
state Labor Day celebration.
Since, Louisville and other
Kentucky cities have adopted

Labor Day programs. The
Paducah program is still one of
the largest holiday observances
in the state. "As far as I know,
Paducah and Catlettsburg are
the only places in the state that
have Labor Day parades,"
Wiggins said.
The Western Kentucky Labor
Day Committee receives no
government funds. As a fundraiser for the committee, Berry
Craig will be selling and autographing copies of his new
book, "True Tales of Old-Time
Kentucky Politics: Bombast,
Bourbon and Burgoo" at the
Labor Day picnic. All profits go
to the committee. For pricing
and more information, books
can be reserved by emailing
Craig
at
bcraig8960@newwavecomm.ne
t.

III Kentucky officials tout campus safety month ...
From Front
stants at our schools."Kentucky
has approximately 28,000 college students moving into housing on the campuses of our eight
public universities. It's important to remind these students and those at private institutions -

to be proactive in their approach
to campus safety."
Kentucky's Campus Safety
Task Force Chairperson Gail
Minger, mother of Michael
Minger, a student killed in a
1998 arson fire at Murray State
University, agrees that students
need to take personal responsi-

AP Photo
CHICKEN-CATCHER FEVER: A display this week featuring
en old tractor, an American flag and a banner along Ky. 80
near Fancy Farm, is one of many throughout Graves County
in support of native son Kevin Skinner as he continues his
quest on the hit show "America's Got Talent."

bility for their own safety.
gers of fire and their role in cre"Students need to be aware of ating a fire-safe environment.
their surroundings; it's an
The fire marshal's office
advantage to them in regards to offers the following safety tips
fire safety. Besides education, for students:
there are three elements of
- Make yourself familiar
which students need to be with the college or university's
aware: make sure smoke detec- policy on improper use of applitors are operational; make sure ances, decorations, smoking,
you live in a campus residence and candles.
with sprinklers; and know two
- Familiarize yourself with
ways out of your dormitory or what your response will be in
campus building. These offer the event of a fire and practice
the best chances of survival in a your response.
fire situation. I urge students to
- Do not obstruct or disable
take the threat of fire seriously smoke alarms, or any other fire
fires happen everyday," said
protection devices.
Minger.
- Do not play jokes with fire
In Kentucky, the Michael
alarms. False alarms can get
Minger Act gives the state fire
people hurt.
marshal authority to inspect,
- Never neglect a fire alarm
investigate or take other necessignal
as a false alarm. Respond
sary action to prevent fire loss or
to determine the origin of a fire to every alarm as an actual fire
on college campuses, Ricki event.
- Alcohol use has been
Gardenhire, information officer,
strongly
associated with fire
Energy
fatalities
in
campus housing. If
Environment/Labor/Public
you
drink,
drink
responsibly.
Protection Cabinets, Office of
- Take personal responsibiliCommunications and Public
ty for your safety.
Outreach, wrote in the release.
Additional information on
Now in its fifth year, National
Campus lire Safety Montt has campus fire safety is available
provided so opportunity for online at http://www.campusand
schools and communities across firesafetymonth.org/
the nation during September to http://www.campuseducate students about the dan- firewatch.com.

•Logo...
From Front
ern Kentucky.
According to the press
release, logo submissions must
use no more than three colors
and should be easily identifiable
to the community and say
"Adult Education."
For more specifics on guidelines, contact Anica Smith at the
center at 92 Chestnut Street in
Murray or by phone at 7595525.
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Kentucky

News in Brief
Man comicted after dispute over parade float

CADIZ, Ky.(AP) A western Kentucky man who complained
that he was arrested for his political views has been convicted of
disorderly conduct.
The Kentucky New Era of Hopkinsville reports that a Trigg
County jury made the finding Friday against 79-year-old Clarence
J. Latham of Benton. The jury recommended the minimum punishment for the misdemeanor — a $250 fine.
Latham tried to participate in the Trigg County Country Ham
Festival Parade last year with a float featuring signs that promoted
Democratic candidates and what Cadiz Police Chief Hollis
Alexander has termed offensive language.
Latham testified during the trial that he was detained for political reasons, but police testified that he got loud and out of control
when asked to leave.

Agencies respond differently to spending
LEXINGTON, Ky.(Al') — The Kentucky League of Cities and
the Kentucky Association of Counties are taking different paths
following internal spending scandals.
Sylvia Lovely, the League's executive director, resigned last
week. But at KACo, there's been no change in leadership, the
Lexington Herald-Leader reported.
State Sen. Damon Thayer, a Georgetown Republican, says
KACo hasn't acted as swiftly or boldly as the League has in
responding to the scandal. That, Thayer says, has some lawmakers
frustrated.
Both organizations lobby the Kentucky General Assembly on
behalf of local governments.
The newspaper has reported that League leaders spent more than
$300,000 over three years, and that KACo's five top staff members spent nearly $600,000 in two years on meals, travel and other
items.

Hearings ordered on funding of service agency
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A federal appeals court has ordered
a new round of hearings on the role of government funding for
faith-based institutions in a long-running Kentucky case.
The case revolves around public funding that went to the
Kentucky Baptist Homes for Children. Plaintiffs claim the agency
imposes religious dogma on children in its care. They say state
funding for such agencies is an impermissible support for a religious organization.
In the same ruling Monday, a panel of the 6th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals in Cincinnati ruled against a social worker fired a
decade ago after the agency found out she was a lesbian.
The social worker, Alicia Pedreira, filed suit in 2000 claiming
religious discrimination. The appeals court said Pedreira offered
no particulars to show she was discriminated against on the basis
of religion.

School uses cardboard coyotes to scare geese
ALEXANDRIA, Ky.(AP)— Wiley school officials in
Alexandria are warding off geese with cardboard coyotes.
Sharon Alexander, director of facilities for the district, said
maintenance workers put up the life-size cutouts after unsuccessfully trying sprays and rubber snakes to scare away flocks of
geese that landed on the athletic fields at Campbell County High
School and left droppings.
-The geese were creating a big mess, and those athletes get up
there and roll around in it, and it just didn't seem very healthy,"
she said.
Campbell County High School football coach Troy Styer told
The Kentucky Enquirer that the coyote cutouts are giving athletes
cleaner fields to practice and play games on. He said geese still
come near the fields, but keep their distance.
Alexander said maintenance workers suggested the idea after
talking to officials at Northern Kentucky University about what
they do to deter geese.
The school district purchased about a dozen of the life-size,
wire-supported cardboard coyote photographs over the summer
and stuck them around the athletic fields behind the school.

Police find $500,000 in stolen goods
CYNTHIANA, Ky.(AP) — Authorities say a Cynthiana man
had a half-million dollars worth of stolen property in his garage.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported the goods had been
stolen over 25 years from the automotive company where Charles
Helton worked.
Sgt. Wilber Gross of the Cynthiana Police Department called it
"quite a sight." It took two days and several rental trucks to collect
the property, which ranged from thousands of gloves to drill presses, lubricants and nuts and bolts.
Police said the goods were stolen from TI Automotive.
The 53-year-old Helton was charged with several felonies,
including receiving stolen property and selling drugs.
Investigators said Helton obtained prescription drugs in Florida
by using a fake medical test.

Board to review nominations for historic places
FRANKFORT, Ky.(Al') — Nine places in Kentucky will be
reviewed for a possible listing on the National Register of Historic
Places.
The Kentucky Heritage Council says the state Historic
Preservation Review Board will consider the nominations
Thursday in Richmond.
If the board approves them, the nominations will be sent to the
National Park Service, which has the final say.
The nominations to be reviewed include three Greek Revival
houses from Taylor County, an iconic Queen Anne residence from
Middlesboro and an expansion of Hmlgenville's Commercial
Historic District.
The National Register is the nation's official list of historic and
archaeological resources deemed worthy of preservation.
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II Tea party
From Front
businesses.
Jonathon Burgess, Lawanda
Glover and Mike Glover will
perform as the singing group

a ••

"For Heaven's Sake."
Roos said the event is being
held to lift up the great historic
emphasis on the freedom of the
individual that has been exemplified in the United States.

•Brinn Road ...
From Front
growing in a nearby field are
harvested. Homeowners on the
road will have a choice of
whether or not to be included
and service would be available
for up to 12 houses, he said.
Thompson said sewer service
should be available to the houses by Nov. IS. He said the contract with BTM was for 30 days,

but that the process for checking
the pipes for leaks takes a bit
longer. After installation is completed, they can do a low-pressure test on the lines and then
vacuum test the manholes. They
also have to wait 30 days after
installation for the ground to
settle in order to conduct a
deflection test, which is the
third step

'Imes
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National

News in Brief
Date set on possible Kennedy replacement
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BOSTON (AP) — Massachusetts legislators have scheduled a
public hearing on whether to change state law to allow the governor to name an interim replacement for the late Sen. Edward
Kennedy.
Lawmakers decided Monday to set the hearing for Sept. 9.
Kennedy himself requested the law change, which Gov. Deval
(deh-VAHL') Patrick supports.
Patrick is also expected Monday to set a date for a special election to fill Kennedy's seat. Under state law it will be held sometime in January.
Possible contenders include Kennedy's widow Vicki Kennedy,
nephew and former Rep. Joseph Kennedy, Attorney General
Martha Coakley, and several members of the state's congressional
delegation.

Apple confirms music-themed launch
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CUPERTINO, Calif.(AP)— Apple Inc. has officially set Sept.
9 as the date for its next music-thcmcd product launch event in
San Francisco.
Apple unveiled redesigned iPod Nano music players at a similarly timed event last year.
The iPod and iPhone maker sent an invitation to journalists
Monday morning that reads, "It's only rock and roll, but we like
it," borrowed from a Rolling Stones lyric.
Apple keeps a tight lid on upcoming products and hasn't confirmed any rumored developments, including a plan to package
extra digital content with albums sold on iTunes, and a new tabletstyle device.

4 killed in apparent runaway car crash
SANTEE, Calif.(AP) — Four people died after a speeding runaway car crashed into an SUV, a fence and an embankment before
rolling several times, landing on a dry patch in the San Diego
River and bursting into flames.
California highway Patrol officer Brian Pennings says victims of
Friday's crash included Mark Saylor, 45, a 19-year CHP veteran;
his wife Cleofe, 45; their 13-year-old daughter and Saylor's brother-in-law,
Pennings said someone, believed to be Saylor's wife, called 911
just before the crash to say the accelerator was stuck. The car was
headed downhill, and a witness said it was going more than 100
mph.
The SUV driver was hospitalized with moderate injuries.
Saylor was a safety officer, whose job was to inspect school
buses, ambulances, tow trucks and armored vehicles.

Freezer-money ex-lawmaker files bankruptcy
NEW ORLEANS(AP)— A former Louisiana congressman
convicted of corruption after federal agents found cash in his
freezer has filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy liquidation.
The bankruptcy petition filed last week by former Rep. William
Jefferson and his wife, Andrea, says they owe between $1 million
and $10 million to fewer than 50 creditors. The filing also lists
their estimated assets as ranging between $1 million and $10 million.
In Chapter 7 liquidation, a debtor's property is sold and proceeds are distributed to creditors. Some property may be exempted
from the sale.
Jefferson was convicted Aug. 5 on 11 of 16 federal counts for
using his influence to broker business deals in Africa. A jury in
Virginia also ruled Jefferson must forfeit roughly $470,000 in
bribery receipts.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Famed Major League baseball pitcher Tommy John will now be working for Murray-based Sportable Scoreboards. John wilt
set up his shop In the Dallas-Fort Worth area.

MLB pitcher John joins
Murray-based company
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Tommy John, the famed Major
League baseball pitcher, who
just happens to have a surgery
named after him, also has a typeA personality.
In his new endeavor, that
should be a good thing.
The four time all-star who
pitched for the Cleveland
Indians, Chicago White Sox,Los
Angeles Dodgers, New York
Yankees and California Angels
will now be working for Murraybased Spoilable Scoreboards.
John will set up his shop in

Dallas, Fort Worth and in a way
will be bucking the system of
settling down for the 66-yearold.
"I've been traveling since
was 18," John said. "If this
works out and its really good,
then I'll just stay there and
maybe get me a horse and some
cowboy boots!"
Suffice to say. John is embracing his new role in what he still
calls athletics, something's he's
been involved in since he was
eight.
"I've looked at the product,
seen them make it from scratch,
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VIRGINIA BEACH. Va.(AP) — Religious broadcaster Pat
Robertson underwent 10 hours of surgery to repair a heart disorder
and is back in Virginia recovering, a spokesman said Monday.
"He's really doing well, recovering very quickly," spokesman
Chris Roslan said of the 79-year-old founder of the Christian
Broadcasting Network. "He's doing great."
Robertson, who has scaled back his official activities in recent
years, was treated Aug. 19 at FirstHealth Moore Regional Hospital
for atrial fibrillation. He was released last Thursday. Roslan said.
Robertson underwent convergent procedure, which involves cauterizing the continually beating heart muscle with heat generated
by a radio frequency. The procedure is less invasive than traditional heart surgery and uses four small openings to hasten recovering
time.
During the surgery, doctors also discovered an abnormally
enlarged left appendage on Robertson's heart. They believe the
appendage. which was removed, was the cause of Robertson's
atrial fibrillation.
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KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times

PRAYING MANTIS: A praying mantis clings to a sign at a gas
station last week. Mantids are commonly found around the
area and are welcomed as a beneficial insect in many gardens due to their primary diet of pest insects and not plants.

offices in the future.
"We're excited about the contacts and the experience he carri
bring to our company," Cowan:
added. "We expect really good:
things from him. We got a really
good response from a trade show
we went to in Texas from the
coaches down there. We hope to:
get some doors open that none of
us in this company could get;
open."
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510 •
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

DALLAS(AP) — Southwest Airlines Co. faces a deadline of
Tuesday for settling a dispute with regulators over the use of
unapproved parts on more than 80 planes.
Southwest says it has replaced the unapproved parts in more
than 25 planes but needs more time to find parts for the remaining
jets. Without an extension, the Federal Aviation Administration
could force the airline to ground some planes.
The airline said Monday it wants more time to continue replacing parts without disrupting service for customers.
FAA officials said the unapproved parts —designed to push hot
engine exhaust away from the wings — didn't pose an immediate
safety hazard. On Aug. 22, they gave Southwest 10 days to fix the
problem.
Southwest originally said the parts were installed on 46 planes,
but spokeswoman Beth Harbin said Monday further checking
boosted the number to 82 planes.
"Southwest did an exhaustive audit of the vendor, and are comfortable we've found all the parts at issue," she said.

Pat Robertson, 79, on mend after surgery

and Tommy will be in our Texas
office and we expect to add other
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how they put the numbers on. It's
all really fascinating. We just
have to find people now to buy
them."
When asked what Tommy's
going to bring to the table,
Sportable Scoreboard ow/tier
Mike Cowan was quick with his
response.
"He better bring lots of sales."
he said with a laugh.
"We're really excited about
having Tommy join Sportable
Scoreboards. We're moving into
major metropolitan markets
across the United States and we
have an operation in California

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Raybum House Office Bldg.
www.house.gov/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510 i
1-202-225-3115;

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343:

State Seri. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601:

State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
Photo provided

YOUTH SERVICE CENTER DONATION: The Calloway
County Middle School Youth Service Center was the recipient
of a donation from the Summer Reading Program at the
Calloway County Public Library. Participants in the program
earned "Book Bucks" and could donate the "bucks" towards
their school to be spent on school supplies or other necessities. CCMS received four cases of loose-leaf paper that will
be used throughout the year. Pictured are Ben Graves, director of the Calloway County Public Library and Danielle
Schwettman, coordinator of the CCMS Youth Service Center.

'Man in a van'collecting
stories of recession
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP)
-- A 29-year-old artist from
Oregon has been traveling
around the U.S. collecting stories from people who have been
hurting amid the recession.
In the past year, Aaron
Heideman had lost his job and
begun sleeping in his van, so he
decided to turn his misfortune
into an opportunity. He created
what he calls a nationwide conceptual art piece. During each
stop, he unscrolls a roll of
Tyvek, lays it in front of the van
and encourages passers-by to
write their thoughts.
Heideman estimates that
thousands of people have written messages since he started
July I. He's discovered a lot of
people are struggling hut some
are refocusing their lives.
Heideman plans to be in
Pittsburgh on Monday and
Tuesday before ending in
Michigan by Sept. I to enter
his work in an art fair.

Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin.henley@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

by calling 753-1916
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New strategy needed in Afghanistan „illtim"es
ss Ewity,
WASHINGTON (AP) —
More troops and a new strategy
for using them are emerging as
critical components to the 8year-old effort by U.S. and
NATO forces to defeat the
Taliban and secure Afghanistan.
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates, acknowledging bright
spots but also "gloom and
doom" in a new assessment of
the war, said Monday the
Obama administration would
look closely at requests for
resources.
Asking for more troops is not
part of the classified assessment
delivered by Gen. Stanley
McCluystal, the top commander
in Afghanistan, according to
officials. However, he is expected to ask for more troops in a
separate request in a few weeks,
two NATO officials told The
Associated Press on condition of
anonymity. They were not
authorized to speak publicly on
the matter.
McChrystal's assessment is
expected to offer a blunt
appraisal of the Taliban's
AP
increasing tactical prowess and Secretary of Defense Robert Gates talks with the media while visiting Lockheed Martin
diminishing popular support in Aeronautics Company Monday in Fort Worth. Texas. An on-the-ground military review of the
Afghanistan for both the for- war in Afghanistan is likely to paint a grim but
realistic view of what is needed to win it, he said.
eign-led war effort and the frag"We
have
been very explicit that
Although President Barack ed.
-ile, corruption-riddled central
Gen. McChrystal should be Obama committed 21,000 new
Neither the White House nor
government.
-The situation in Afghanistan forthright in telling us what he American forces to Afghanistan Congress would enjoy the
is serious," McChrystal said needs." A Pentagon spokesman this year, officials are bracing prospect of widening the war
Monday, and success "demands said Gates had not yet seen for a request for even more. after eight years and millions of
a revised implementation strate- McChrystal's recommendations, Obama would then face a dollars in development money.
gy, commitment and resolve, which were being reviewed and buildup of troops there just as Violence is escalating: August
commented upon by Gen. David troop commitments in Iraq are became the deadliest month of
and increased unity of effort."
Gates told reporters traveling Petraeus and others at U.S. easing or the risk losing the war the war with at least 47 U.S.
he argued the U.S. had neglect- troop deaths.
with him to Fort Worth, Texas, Central Command.

Ms. Evelyn Hargiss, 83, died today, Tuesday, Sept. I 2009, at
1:45 a.m. at Arbor Place of Clinton. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Ruby Mangold

Mrs. Ruby Mangold, 87, died Sunday, Aug. 30, 2009, at 11:35
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of First Christian Church of Hickman, and
later at First Christian Church, Fulton. Originally from Hickman,
she had been a resident of Glendale Place in Murray for the past six
years.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Jones Roper and Fay
Davie; her husband, Chester Mangold; and four brothers, Jesse
Roper Davie, William Herman Davie, J.T. (Turney) Davie and
Quentin Lee (Shine) Davie. Survivors include one son, Glynn
Mangold and wife, Melissa, and one grandson, Michael Mangold,
all of Murray; one brother, J.R.(Reeves) Davie and wife, Dorothy.
Hopkinsville; nine nieces and nephews. The funeral was today
(Tuesday) at II a.m. at Strong Funeral Home, Hickman. Bro. Larry
Call officiated. Burial was in the Hickman City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Senior Citizens Center of
Hickman, 1404 Liberty St., Hickman, KY 42050.

Mrs. Vera Cox Williams
Mrs. Vera Cox Williams, 83, Wichita Falls, Texas, died Monday,
Aug. 24, 2009, in Wichita Falls. She was the widow of the late
Cullen Williams who was a former resident of Trigg County and
whose family were pioneer farmers in Trigg and Calloway counties
as well as descendants of the Thomas and Bridges families. She and
her husband had lived in several USAF installations in the United
States and in foreign countries during his military career.
In addition to her husband, she was preceded in death by her parents, one son, and three sisters. Survivors include two daughters,
Sandy Fogarty, Cleburne, Texas, and Carrie Beth Gilbow, Wichita
Falls; one sister-in-law, Hilda Williams Bridges, Murray, and several nieces and nephews in western Kentucky including Gillis
Bridges, Murray. Goodwin Funeral Home of Cadiz was in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Vicky Joyce Futrell

A graveside service for Mrs. Vicky Joyce Futrell will be today
(Tuesday) at 1 p.m. at the Calvert City Cemetery. Visitation is now
at Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Expressions of sympathy may be
made to Calvert City Lions Club, P.O. Box 702, Calvert City, KY
42029.
Mrs. Futrell, 55, Calvert City, died Saturday, Aug. 29, 2009, at
3:45 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a retired office manager for Allwood Manufacturing and
was a member of First Baptist Church, Calvert City. She was the
though Senate leaders have said
daughter of the late Glen Watkins and Betty K. Murphy Watkins.
the bill is on hold while lawmak- Survivors include her husband, Robert L. Futrell; two daughters,
ers address health care an. other
Melissa Hope Futrell-Birdsong and husband, Chris, Almo, and
more pressing legislation.
Robyn Renee' Futrell, Paducah; two sisters, Judy Irvan, Calvert
Trumka said passage of the City, and Glenda Thomas, Beulah, N.D.; one grandson, Robert
union organizing bill would help Tristen West, Calvert City.
rebuild the economy by boosting union membership and raisBide (llubby) Scott Jr.
ing workers' wages through the
Buele(Bubby)Scott Jr., 57, Benton, died Sunday, Aug. 30, 2009,
collective bargaining process.
at 1:36 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He worked in
Business groups adamantly autobody repair. He was the son of the late Bud Scott Si. and the
oppose the measure.
Eula Lee Higgins Scott. One sister, Maxine Bolos, also preceded
Trumka is poised to become him in death. Survivors include one son, Jeremy Bucle Scott,
the AFL-CIO's president in mid- Lexington; six stepchildren; two sisters, Gracie Lee Henson, Hardin,
September at the organization's and Marsha Gail Scott, Benton. Burial will be in the Morland
quadrennial ocanvention in Cemetery. Gilbertsville. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in
Pittsburgh. Whitg House press charge of arrangements.
secretary Robert Gibbs said
Monday that Obama plans to
COMIlY W. Land&
speak at the convention on Sept.
The funeral for Conely W. Lamkin was today (Tuesday) at 11
15.
a.m. in the chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah with
Revs. Jeff Wallace and Bob Martin officiating. Burial was in the
Liberty Cemetery at Folsomdalc. Expression of sympathy may be
made to St. Jude Children's Hospital, 501 St. Jude
Place, Memphis, TN. 38105. You may light a cansupermarkets.
dle or leave a message of sympathy at wwwmil—Use zoning laws to restrict
nerandorr.com
fast-food restaurants, junk-food
Mr. Lamkin, 83. Paducah, formerly of Graves
carts and even billboards adverCounty, died Sunday,Aug. 30,2009, at 7 a.m. at his
tising unhealthy fare near
home. He was a member of Lone Oak First
schools and playgrounds.
Baptist Church, retired from Illinois Central
—Consider a junk-food tax.
Railroad with 39 years of service; graduate of
The report says there's limited
Lowes High School in 1948, served in United
evidence about the impact of
States Marines during World War II in South
LamkIn
Pacific, avid golfer for 43 years, active in softball
such a tax, but Sanchez notes
and baseball for many years, coaching many teams
that taxes have helped discourand worked with Mayfield/Graves County
age another unhealthy habit,
baseball/softball organization. Survivors include his
tobacco.
wife, June Davidson Lamkin, to whom he had been
—Require that publicly run
married for 61 years; two daughters, Donna Wear,
after-school and child-care programs limit video game and TV Paducah and Connie Lamkin, LaCenter; one son, Ricky Lamkin,
time, and offer healthy foods Murray; two grandsons:, Matt Wear, Milan, Tenn., and Adam
Lamkin, Murray; one sister, Cloteen Wooley McAlpin, Folsomdale;
and beverages.
—Build and maintain side- two brothers, Robert Lamkin, Paducah, and Wilford Lamkin, Little
walks, bike paths, playgrounds Rock, Ark.; several cousins, nieces and nephews. Preceding him in
and parks to allow safe and com- death were his parents, Doffis and Eva Goins Lamkin: three brothers, Dalton, Charles and Jack Lamkin, and son-in-law, Hugh Wear.
fortable outdoor activity.
Use community policing to
improve security in high-crime
areas so that families will get
outdoors, and work with education departments to create pro- Mrs. Nelda T. (Nell) Morrill
Mrs. Nelda T.(Nell) Morrill, 77, died Thursday, Aug. 27, 2009,
grams that allow children to
at Mercy Regional Health Center, Manhattan, Kan.
walk or bike to school safely.
Born Dec. 15, 1931 in Coldwater, Ky., she was the only child of
—Encourage breastfeeding,
the late Truman E. and Villa Hill Turner. After attending Calloway
which prevents obesity later in
County, Ky., schools, she earned her bachelor's degree in home ecochildhood.
nomics from Murray State University. She was married to James L.
Morrill Jr., on Dec. 26, 1952, in Murray.
Survivors include her husband, and five children, James E.
Morrill and wife, Shirley, Manhattan, Bruce Morrill and wife, Ann,
Stilwell, Kan., Scott Morrill and wife. Melissa, Manhattan, John
Morrill and wife, Sharron, Overland Park, Kan., and Janna Tarbox
and husband, Bus, Columbia, Mo. She is also survived by 13 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
Known for her ready smile and cheerful ways, Nell mastered the
The locality pay set to take
gift
of hospitality. She "welcomed the world to her door" as military
effect on Jan. I, 2010, would
families, graduate and international students joined family and local
have added an average of 16.5
friends at her table.
percent to the wages of federal
Nell was devoted to her children and grandchildren and will be
workers, meaning that the pay
remembered for relaxed visits, shared movies, frequent games and
increase as outlined by statute good food. She loved
to cook, can, crochet and read.
would have totaled 18.9 percent
For many, Nell will be remembered as a children's Bible teacher
throughout the federal system.
who creatively delivered her lessons in individual learning stations.
In a letter to House Speaker Her grandchildren will treasure the quiet
books, crocheted blankets,
Nancy Pelosi and Vice President dolls and doll clothes that she made.
Joe Biden, who serves as presiIn her later years, she dedicated herself to caring for others, pardent of the Senate, Obama said ticularly her grandchildren, her parents and those served by
he was taking action because the Homecare and Hospice. Inc.. where she served as a volunteer.
2.4 percent increase mandated
She was a member of University Christian Church in Manhattan,
by statute would cost $22.6 bil- Kan.
lion in 2010.
The funeral was today (Tuesday at II a.m, in the chapel of
He said he had budgeted only Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Richard Adams officiated
for a 2 percent across-the- board and also led in congregational singing. Grandchildren were pallbearincrease at a cost of $19.9 bil- ers. Burial was in the Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery. Online
condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.corn.
lion.
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Labor warns lawmakers on health care overhaul
WASHINGTON(AP)— The
man expected to become the
AFL-CIO's next president said
Monday that lawmakers would
pay a political price if they abandon a government-run option in
any health care overhaul.
"We need to be a labor movement that stands by our friends,
punishes its enemies and challenges those who, well, can't
seem to decide which side
'they're on," said Richard
'Trumka, currently the AFL.CIO's secretary-treasurer.
In remarks to the Center for
:
4Anterican Progress, Trumka sin:gled out lawmakers "who say
-they are all for health care
:reform, but refuse to stand up
-for a public system that puts

people before profits."
Trumka's remarks came in a
broader speech that outlined his
goals for making labor unions
more appealing to younger
workers.
Labor unions have been
among the most vocal boosters
of President Barack Obarna's
health care overhaul.
But Trumka and other labor
leaders have expressed frustration with signs that Obama and
other lawmakers are wavering in
their support of a public option
that would cover millions without health care insurance.
"I think they need to understand that that you can have a
bill that guarantees quality,
affordable health care for every

American,or you can have a bill
the Republicans will vote for,"
Trumka said. "But you can't
have both."
The warning is consistent
with comments that Trumka has
made in several recent public
appearances.
Union support for Democrats
is often taken for granted, but
Trumka has said the nation's
largest labor federation would
do more to hold elected officials
accountable if they fail to back
labor's causes. That includes
support for a measure that would
make it easier for workers to
organize unions. Trumka said
he still expects a version of the
Employee Free Choice Act to be
passed in Congress this year,

Communities urged to take steps to fight obesity
: WASHINGTON (AP) —
:Where you live matters when it
:comes to children's waistlines,
:says a report that finds lots of
:options localities could and
•
.abou'
Id use to fight child obesity
from easy bike paths, to luring healthier stores, to taxes on
:4unk food.
Yes, whether you snack on a
carrot or a doughnut is a person:al choice, ultimately. But the
ateport by the Institute of
41edicine says local environ.:ments hugely influence those
:choices — and it calls on city
-and county governments to
:r
.:make it easier for families to
:ttnake healthier decisions.
"In some communities, actu:ally doing the healthy thing is
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not as easy as it might be in
other places," said Dr. Eduardo
Sanchez, chief medical officer
of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Texas, who chaired the institute's report.
"Single actions can make a
difference, and one at a time can
start you in the right direction,"
he added.
'No-thirds of Americans are
either overweight or obese, and
childhood obesity has tripled in
the past three decades. Nearly
18 percent of adolescents now
are obese, and doctors worry
that we're raising generations
who no longer may outlive their
parents.
Preventing obesity boils
down to being more active and
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eating more fruits and vegetables instead of fatty fast food
and treats.
But Tuesday's report was
sparked because a local government official asked an institute
scientist what practical steps
communities can take to do that.
How do you get grocery stores
that carry healthy produce to
build in inner cities, for example? What will make restaurants
offer healthier fare?
The report offers a menu of
suggestions and highlights how
some communities are making
them work. Among them:
—Require chain restaurants
to post calorie counts. New York
City is among a handful of cities
that have begun this, and a city
survey found more than a third
of fast-food customers said the
calorie information affected
what they ordered.
—Use tax credits and other
incentives to attract supermarkets to underserved neighborhoods; offer grants to small
stores to help them stock healthier items, and create community
shuttle services or special bus
routes to help residents reach

Obama cuts pay increase
for all federal workers
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack Obama notified Congress Monday he is
reducing pay increases for federal workers from 2.4 percent to
2 percent.
Using powers employed by
his two most recent predecessors, the president cited the
national unemployment rate and
the budget busting federal payroll.
Obama also said that he
would decide by Nov. 30 on the
need to take action on "locality
pay," wages over and above the
bast federal rates that are determined according to geographic
living costs and comparable private-sector pay.
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Purchase Area Chapter
will meet on Thursday

Jo's
Datebook
. By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Benton
High School
reunion
scheduled

Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky
Public Retirees will meet Thursday at 10:30
a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Dr.,
Paducah,for a combined luncheon and business meeting.
All retirees of the Kentucky Retirement
System (Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Hickman, Graves, Marshall, McCracken)
and the Kentucky State Police Retirement
system are encouraged to attend. For infermadon call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-5229531.

Knitting Group will meet

Knitting Group (Prayer Shawls) will meet
Friday at 9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church. Those attending knit or crochet shawls. The group has
given 20 shawls to Hospice for the patients and also to homebound
persons. All interested women are invited. For information call the
'church at 753-3812.

MHS Class plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1999 will have its 10-year reunion
on Saturday. A donut breakfast will be at Murray Middle School
atrium and a memorial for Micah Cathey will follow on Ty Holland
Field. A dinner will be at 7 p.m. at Mugsys at a cost of $30. Class
members
are
asked
to
make
reservations
at
mhsreunion1999@live.com.

Financial Peace session planned
Financial Peace University will begin classes on Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. at Hope Harbor Church, 2771 St. Rt. 94 East, Murray.
This life-changing program teaches families and individuals how to
handle their money through common-sense principles and small
group accountability. For more information or to register contact
Jason Klotz at 759-8573 or e-mail fan_of_enoch@yahoo.com.

MTS Class plans reunion
Murray Training School Class of 1954 will have its 55-year
,reunion on Sunday, Sept. 6, at 2:30 p.m. at the home of Melvin and
" Rita Henley. For more information call 293-1908.

Laker Boosters to meet
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet today (Tuesday) at
5:30 p.m. in the multipurpose room at Calloway County Middle
School.

MHS FastPitch Club to meet
Murray High School Fastpitch Club will meet Wednesday at 5:45
p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. All persons interested in the fastpitdi
softball program at MMS and MHS are invited. Fundraising. field
work and spring plans are on the agenda.

Angel Alert issued

Photo provided
Shooting Sports Club hosted its first annuTOURNAMENT WINNERS: Calloway County
al Trap tournament at the Jackson Purchase Gun Club on August 15. Pictured,from left, back
row, Tony West, assistance coach, Greg Wood, third place 100 birds; Matt Parrish, second
place 25 birds, Lee Jackson, assistant coach, Mitch Nesbitt, coach, front row, Brent Nesbitt,
Joel West, second place 100 birds, Logan Jackson, Cody Jackson, second place 50 birds.

BENTON. Ky. -- Benton
High School Reunion will be
held Saturday. Sept. 26, at the
Kentucky Dam Convention
Center. Gilhertsville. A time of
renewing old acquaintances will
start at 6 p.in, and dinner will be
served at 7 p.m.
'Ibis event is for any former
classmate who ever attended yr
graduated from the former
Benton High School.
The cost will he $35 per per.son and reservations must be
made by Tuesday, Sept. 22.
Checks should be made payable
to Benton High School Alumni
Reunion and mailed to Dortha
Watkins Lyons, 1401 Johnson
Blvd., Murray, KY 42071.
For more information call
Lyons at 1-270-767-7930 or cm
a
bentonhighindians@live.com.

Miller's Angle Play Workshop offered
PADUCAH, Ky. —
The
National Quilt Museum Will
host Margaret Miller for her
workshop, Stunning Angle Play
on Nov. 5-7, 2009.
Killer will teach innovative
ways of designing and sewing
lovely long triangles. This shape
makes it possible to create lyrically flowing pieced surfaces,
with curved and even circular
motifs, all created with straight
line piecing and perfect points!
Based on Miller's books
AnglePlay Blocks and Stunning
AnglePlay quilts, this class will
generate dozens of quilt ideas

with a refreshing new look, for While taking a class at the
those who love fast rotary cut- museum, students are able to
ting. Her AnglePlay templates explore the galleries for inspirawill make the cutting process a tion and relaxation.
breeze!
The museum's Workshop
Registration fee is $350-, the Series is sponsored by Flynn
discounted fee for contributing Quilt Frame Company, Janome
Friends of the Museum is $320. and OLFA-Nonh America. To
A $100 non-refundable deposit register, contact the museum at
is due at the time of registration. 270.442-8856 or info@quiltmuNoted over the years for seum.org. On-line registration is
at
exceptional workshop facilities available
and the highest quality instruc- www.NationalQuiltMuseum.org
tors in the quilting industry, The .Designated as The National
National Quilt Museum offers a Quilt Museum of the United
workshop for every type of quil- States, this non-profit institution
ter at any level of experience. is located in downtown

Paducah. The museum is open
year-round Monday-Saturday,
10 a.in. - 5 p.m. CST and also
open on Sunday 1-5 p.m. from
April - October. The facility is
ADA compliant.
The Kentucky Arts Council,
the state arts agency, supports
The National Quilt Museum
with state tax dollars and federal funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts.

JOIN
FARM BUREAU
and enjoy these

Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an angel
alert for a washing machine for a family. Anyone having one to
donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

DISCOUNTS...

Health Express lists stop
Health Express will offer osteoporosis screenings, blood pressure
and pulse checks on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 3 p.m. at Office Depot, Murray.

Sherwin-Williams
25°O OFF

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

Enterprise
Rent-A-Cnr

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet tonight(Tuesday)at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

15°,3 OFF
GM Vehicles

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library. For more information
call Pat at 489-2909.

"500-750 OFF

Youth Swim team plans recruitment

Hotels

Murray-Calloway County Youth Swim Team is open to children,
ages 5-18. Evaluations will be Wednesday at 5:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Wellness Center Pool.
Swimmers need to be able to swim the length of the pool using any
stroke. They need to have bathing suit on (one piece for girls) and
bring goggles and a towel. Enter the pool through the back entrance
of the center. For information call Julie Santiago at 873-2197.

Photo provided
MSU SOFTBALL TOPIC AT LIONS: Jay Fyron, Murray State University head women's softball coach, and two of his players were guests at a recent dinner meeting of the Uons Club.
Pyron spoke about the process that a coach must navigate in setting up a new college-level
sport. Pictured, from left, are Pyron. Lions president Buel Stalls, and players, Megan Glosser
and Chelsey Sullivan.

Pre-admission itaS140,40141;441
conferences
scheduled
PADUCAH, Ky.
Individuals who are interested
in applying for enrollment in the
Spring 2010 practical nursing
program at West Kentucky
Technical
&
Community
College must attend one of two
conference
pre-admission
scheduled this fall.
The next conference will be
held at 4 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 8,
in the Allied Health Building,
Room 108. The last conference
will be at 4 p.m. Tuesday, Oct.
13, also in Room 108.
For more information about
the practical nursing program
contact Nancy Turner at 1279o-534-3460 or visit the Web
site westkentucky.kctcs.edu

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the

of Murray

LLC

GAZETTE
PUBLISHED WEEKLY
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR.
MURRAY, KY 42071

sefrtli BPs
So many accidents happen in our homes doing the same type of
things we do every day. We wouid like to remind everyone of
some simple ideas to follow.
When cooking, turn pot handles towards the back and away from
the edge of the stove.

To My Valued Customers:
The time has come for me to branch out on my own
again. 1 want to thank youfor allowing me to groom your
pet for the last two years at Westside. I have chosen to
continue what 1 love and what I have donefor the past 19
years, and that is Mobile Pet Grooming. Ifeel that mobile
grooming provides the ultimate in pet care, allowingfor a
stress-free environment for your pet and myself I would
be honored to continue providing quality grooming service at your home or business in my professional grooming
van. For detailed information, you can visit my website
at: www.vourmobilegroomercom, or contact me at (270)
978-2872 to schedule an appointment. Open M-F. 7-7:
Sat. 9-1.
Again, thank you and I hope to see you again soon.
Sincerely, Diane Jackson
- A Cut Above Mobile Pet Grooming

10 -

20

OFF
Comfort Inn
Quality Inn
Econo Lodge
Rodeway Inn
Days Inn
Ramada
All KY State Parks
and more
Beltone Hearing
Aids

15% OFF
Eyeglasses &
Contacts
10 -

60

OFF

Never cook with long, loose sleeves or loose clothing that could
catc.h fire. Be mindful that materials like acrylic or polyester can
also ignite quickly.
While hot pads or oven mitts are recommended when cooking,
they can be cumbersome and with decreased sensation or fine
motor skill problems, they can actually make it harder to lift hot
dishes. Try using dish cloths or quality washcioths folded over
several times to take things off the burner or out of the oven. Also,
check the weight of pots and pans that can contribute to unsteadiness and increase risk of burns. If it's too heavy to be picked up
easily, try using two smaller pans_
LET'S ALL JUST BE CAREFUL OUT THERE'
11471F-4
0
4.0

' eg
it

7
11 10

e 7) -(.1
hij, inane

Full Service Grooming at Your Curb
Competitively Pnced • Air Conditioned/Heated Vat
Warm Watei Bathing • Using All Natural Products
31+ Years Lxpenence • Multiple F'ct Discouni
Senior Citilen Discount • Satisfaction (luaranteed

753-4703

www.yourmohilegroomer.com

Call For Detail,

By Appt: 270-978-2872
M-F 7am-7 pm,Sat.9 am-1 pm

.

Home & Auto
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Least
Notice

PUBLIC REARING

IMMEDIATE OPENING,

In accordance with the provisions of HB 44 enacted by
the 1979 Kentucky General Assembly, a public hearing
has been set by the Calloway County Public Library
Board of Trustees for September 9, 2009 at 4:00 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public Library The purpose of the
hearing is to inform the public that the Calloway
County Public Library District is proposing the 3.9 cent
tax rate with anticipated revenue of $609,285. This tax
rate reflects a 4% increase in anticipated revenue. The
tax rate for the preceding year was 3.6 cents with
anticipated revenue of $539,975. The compensating rate
is 3.8 cents with anticipated revenue of $593,662. The
expected revenue from personal property is $142,593.
The increase for the 2009 budget year is needed to
provide funds for renovating the building and to offset
the rising cost of books, library materials, technology,
equipment, and building maintenance.
The Kentucky General Assembly has required
publication of this advertisement and the information
contained herein.

NOME
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one Incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be
reported immediatiely so corrections can
be made.
ROOM
to
Grow
Preschool is not affbated with any other center.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
Information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger &
Times, nor any of Its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
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ALBUM
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GET INTO

TYE GAME
I Sukcribefor all your hometown football action!
MURRAY

a
a

LEDGER&TIMES
Hose Delivery
Local Mali
icenewer)
3se.----SNAP
3
se.
Vol*
6 as.--NMI
6se--MIMI
1 yr.
1 yr.----SHIM
Rest of KY/174
(Pryer &

Ihrchrise)

I 3se.—.--..$70.30

'a..---,MA
I yr --Mt* I yr. —$145.110
Money Order

I Check
Name

Visa

_

I St Address_

• City
Zip

I State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

LOOKING for roommate near the lake.
2126 month.
270-293-4234.

R

ind Food

LOST: Solid block long
hair female cat 11 yrs.
old. Last seen 8-25 on
Carol Drive. Name is
Abbie, no collar & Is
declawed. Please call
Kelly at 753-8840 or
227-5537.

AVON part time help
needed. $1,800 bonus
cash opportunity.
931-627-1678
BABYSITTER needed.
References are
required. Call for
details. 293-1973
CDL Drivers Wanted.
Looking for serious
individuals who are
able to follow policies
and procedures to
support organization's
goals and values.
Must have dedication
to work hard and be
committed to customer service. Some
holiday work is
required. Good pay,
401K plan and insurance are available.
Individual will be
required to pass DOT
physical and random
drug screening. Must
have a clean MVR
and good driving
record. Serious individuals should stop by
our office and fill out
an application at: 414
Jimtown Road,
Mayfield, KY.

DISCLAIMER

AM Other Mel
Sebsediptions

a

a

Taking- Apphrations for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Niu'ot hc:ve (:),n cut )- r.nor)
Tiod if,\Hr\c;
record and vern, leilsurance Six day per
week delverv interest:P(1 persons shou!ci
come ty,' (Ind (-)1(1k up an dpplication Of
Th.c Murrc,, :edger &
MC .'d-ut-t?'1 Ave

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to Jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear On
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings Thank you

10/01/2009 to 07/01/2010 TN #5798163
little Creek Nursery McMinnville, TN 7 Openings
10/01/2009 to 07/01/2010 KY #0384999
Heartland Hydo Benton. KY 3 Openings
11/01/2009 to 09/01/2010 TN #5798175
Hale & Hines Nursery McMinnville, TN 12 Openings
Wage S8.0048.29 HR. 3/4 contract hours guaranteed,
at tools and equip. at no charge. Housing provided for
those beyond commuting at no cost. Transportation
and subsistence pay. alter 50% of contract completed.
Transport daily to worksite. Apply for this job at the
nearest office of state workforce agency in this state.
Using job order numbers above with a copy of this
advertisement. Subject to random drug test at employers coat.

Orschein Farm & Homes has opening for a
Assistant Manager Assistant. Responsibilities
include Sr.shop duties, freight handling and all
aspects of customer service. This position
offers flexible hours, competitive salary,
comprehensive benefits and valuable growth
potential. Apply online at vAvw.orschelnfarmhome.com E.O.E. Company-wide
Managment Opportunities viewable online!

IR.&FIT
RN - Full Time - Days M - F
RN - Full lime- Afternoons M - F
We offer competitive wages and an excellen
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply In person at BrItthaven of Benton
2607 Mein Street Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE
,11 P •
P

`44

Farm Equipment
Dealer is seeking a
Transportation
Coordinator. Thi3
position wit be
responsible for supervising the dispatch.
billing, and record
maintenance of fleet.
Basic Computer and
communication Mdlls
• needed. Submit
resume to: recruiting hutsoninc.com or
send to: Human
Resource Dept., 1201
Fulton Road, Mayfield
KY 42066.
LOOKING for
hairdresser in new
hair salon. Call at
753-5042 or 978-0177
Prectical Dental
Assisting
Registration Is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skits for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohledentaLeo
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

Articles
For Sale
APPLES. Old Murray
Paris Rd. Eldridge
753-2579
IMPRESSIVE, large
mounted, authentic
buffalo head. Paid
$1,800. Will take best
offer. 436-5400.
MOVING must sell
treadmill. Sear ProForm 400c Crosswalk,
2 years old. 753-1547

Purple
hull
peas.
sweet corn & green
beans. Call to place
order. 753-4802 Mark
Paschall.
OCA Portable spa (hot
tub) dream star 2 person, great condition,
$400. 753-0647

Apply In person at BrIttheven of Benton
2607 Maln Street Hwy 641 South
Benton, KY 42025.
No phone calls please.
EOE/AAE

DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Best the county has
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
270 227-2193
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPlIANCFS
WAltD F

KIN',

IMO Weise
FIRST Presbyterian
Church in Pans. TN is
looking for a part-time
accompanist. Organ &
piano skills required.
Competitive
salary,
Please send resume
to: P.0 Box 107. Paris,
TN 38242 or e-mail to:
fpcparis0charterinternet.com

HANDYMAN/
man/
Maintenance
Driver. Good driving
with
record, good
hands & experience
with lawn care Start at
minimum wage_
752-0201

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH

GET THIS
X1

75 3- 1 916

AMERICAN Duncan
Phyfe mahogany
drop leaf dining table
(w/protective pads.) 6upholstered
dining
chairs. Double china
cabinet. Loads of display & storage $1,200
759-1664
HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361

MF 165, excellent condition. good tires, new
engine. $5,800.
293-6739.
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
Paying
collections
Blue Book value.
293-6999

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

le

rimeats For NW

•2BR, 28A 16x70
1998 Clayton home on
1/2 acre near Kenlake
SAP. Full refurbishment just complete.
$29,900.

LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4800

•48R,2BA 28x60
2001 Fleetwood home
on
3/4-acre. 10-miles
north of Murray 1-mile
off
Hwy-641. $42,900.
270-791-9792.

LOVELY 2BR, 2BA,
large LA & vey nice
kitchen with dining
area. Large windows in
LA and dining area.
W/D hook-up, some
storage HIM*.
Beautiful 2BR, 2.5BA,
large LR each BA has
it's own rivate bath,
huge kitchen, dining
area with breakfast
bar, large pantry, outside storage, w/d
hook-up.
752-0201

Morass For RIM
16X70,2BR,2BA,tote
electric in Hardin
$495. 270-703-4768
2BR, no pets, nonsmoking. $300/mo.
East Calloway County.
(270)820-8256

Rest

1111Furnishings

Britthaven of Benton s currently taking
applications for an Administrative Nurse.
The applicant must have the following
qualifications: RN - licensed in the state of
Kentucky and have at least 2 years LTC
experience. Duties will include but are not
limited to: CIA programs to include Infection
control, restorative nursing and weight
management.

wig

GOOD used carpeting.
air cond., elec. baseboard'& gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

•
(270) 7531713

IZ'riilr17i

Msg.

) MN.

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

PIANO, High
boy
chest, settee, 2 chairs,
old bedroom suite,
rugs, dresser & futon.
Puryear
(731) 247-5735

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
NURSERY LABORER

navrtvrioN To RID
The City of Murray Public Works & Utilities, Water
& Wastewater Divisions, will accept sealed bids on
chemicals(bulk sodium hydradds- 50% mercury
cell grade, chlorine cylinders,sulfur dioxide, and
sodium fluoride). Specilicatatms are available at the
City Clerk's Office, 104 North 6th Kt., Murray, KY
42071. Bids are to be sealed and marked 'BidChemicals". Sealed bids are to be delivered to the
City Clerk's Office by 2:00 p.m. local time on
Tuesday, September 8, 2009. The City of Murray
reserves the right to waive hillwaiialities and to
reject any and all bids.
•
'
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Homes For Ids
1988
Fleetwood
14x70, 2BR. 2BA.
newly
remodeled
$7,500 obo. Must be
moved. 270-293-0472.
1995 16x80 Atlantic,
3BR/2BA. 4-acres,
Kirksey area
(270)559-2861

1 BR apt, various loacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-848-6058

1 BR apt. clean and
nice. All appliances
including w/d. No pets.
270-436-2524,
cell
270-293-8906.
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1,2&3 Bedroom.
753-0606
2, 3BR available.
Various locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR Duplex, C/I-1/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
2BR, 2BA, garbage,
water & cable included,$550 month, 1 year
lease, 104 Park St.
7539479 ask for
Debbie Mac or 7591509 after 5:00pm
•4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease,
$760/month, deposit.
•1 BR upstairs $275.
No pets.
*Small 2BR mobile
home in Almo. No
pets.
753-4937
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
DOWNSTAIRS
apt.
1Br,1Ba, w/d, refriger
ator, stove
Lease
required
208
S
Cherry St 753-5341,
293-2418
DUPLEX for rent, ail
appliances.
7679948.

THREE bedroom 2
bath duplex with double garage. All appliances, one year lease,
one month deposit, no
pets. 2750.00. Call
270-753-2905.

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
3BR brick, fenced,
storage, double drive,
carport,
hardwood
floors, clean, $875/mo.
no pets. Call 293-6070
3BR very nice, carport,
hardwood floors. Also
48R, 2BA Coleman
RE
753-9898
501 South 6th St.
Nice
3-BR, 1 BA, dining,
living, bonus room,
washer, dryer,
refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, beautiful
hardwood/tile.
270-761-1317.
NEAR
Southwest
school, 3 BR, 1.5 BA.
garage, central gas
heat/ ac, hardwood
floors, ceiling fans, no
animals, lease, rent &
deposit $700 deposit &
$700 rent
(270) 293-0247.
The Pi
Start

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
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RENOVATED 2BR,
2BA, brick house, at
New Concord, large
rooms. CM/A, fireplace, efficiency apt in
basement with outside
entrance, nice large
lot, under $76.000.
293-9913 436-2487

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
hoe
work.
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping.
978-0404
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

%di& Sappho
•

ONE or two bedroom
house for rent in country. Comes with appliances, one bath and
carport. One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets.
$575.00. Call 270753-2905.

111110,I

BRUSH & HAMMER
**SPECIAL**
$50 off painting of
2 rooms
•Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs• Decks
pressure washed
& stained

•

'
II

illitnesambis
16X30 storage or
shop
$150.00. 227-5173
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

t LUSE

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

PM

iudecl
I!

InsiN•mon••••,

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270)293-4183
9 a.m. • 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
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I H')() St lit

s
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j&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.411I ST.
Conner of 121S.& Glerhic.
MIS $25 19xI5 $411
(270)436-2524
(270)293-6986
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Hooks Mini
Storage

270 71)3 9274
Prcip. Far

room 2
vith doukll appliar lease,
posit, no
0. Call

Asrd
houses

4109
fenced,
Ile drive,
ardwood
4375/mo.
!93-6070
carport,
)rs. Also
oleman

1 St.

45X25 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom,
low utilities. Next to
J.H. Churchill.
753-3119, 293-2482.
FOR lease 48x40
metal building, 12ft.
walls, insulated, gas
heat. Located at 406
Circle.
Sunbury
Murray. Call
270-436-2935
RETAIL Store in
Hazel. 2500 SF +/plus 960 SF porch.
Really nice!
$750.00/month.
Additional 2500 SF
available for only
$400.00 more if
needed.
270-492-8211
South Center office/
business for rent.
1.000 sq,ft., 700 sq.ft.
753-0606

Sting,

Oere,

ove,

Dautiful

)uthwest
1.5 BA.
trat gas
ardwood
fans, no
s rent &
%posit &

MiesI %plass
AKC miniature, long
Dachshund,
haired
black & tan. $200
437-4183
miniature
AKC
Dachshund, black &
tan, males or females,
6-wks old, $250.00
(731)247-3727

I •

1 ••

HONDA Scooter 49cc,
black, excellent condition. 436-2542,
227-2915.

LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
all times. Alfalfa,
mixes, grass, grass
mixes. Square and
round bales. Some
wrapped. High protein,
TDN. Students & truckers welcome. 270-7538848 before 9:00prn

USED TIRES

KEN S
CONS TRUC nor4

/012()1 9620
(2/0)210 0112
ECONOMY AUTO,
1301)1 REPAIR &
PAINTING
SERVICE

FOR all you roofing,
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156_

11111.ITITIKE

2002 Hyundai GT,
leather package, sunroof, new brakes, new
tires, 140k miles
$4,495.
(270)474-0403

I

\
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HOUSE HUSBAND
HANDYMAN
*Repairs 'Decks
-Bathtubs
No loos too small!
(270)519-8155
JOSEPH HONE
MASONRY
Concrete, brick block &
stone
564-6158
210-5324

weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

MOON MOWING
SERVICE
Affordable lawn care
with negotiable
prices. Dail Daniel
(270)970-2778

\I ill

Cull 753-5606

07 Mazda RX-8
Black, 31,XXX
270-293-9734

CIARAOIE
DOOR
MAINTENANCE
•Gutler & Vinyl
•Inatellation,
Service & Repair
293-5110M
Uwe a Meow

1111 Servios[

759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784

FREE
wrizzgArrim

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Ad Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subtect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnminahon based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnininahon.
SLOW laws forbid discnmination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene I'. Ma'am,(703)M8-1000.

7
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FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

Auto Parts

3301 St Rt 111N
753 8087

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home: 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933
1

\ II I SI 10

NADEAU ROOFING
& CONSTRUCTION
•Roofing 'Flooring
'Decks 'All Home

Improvements
(270)978-2111
ML GARAGE
DOORS

..iiiNs HOUSE
CLEANING SERVICE

Licensed & Insured
Free sistimatos

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355
YEARRY's
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267
r)60
Fres Column
VERY friendly older

female cat free to good
home.
spayed.

Deciawed,

270-748-5980.

The deepest clean
around, Call Ipr
free estimate

(615)594-5299
(270)970-2733

JONES
ROOFING

11111 kI 5 III I

II 1 (III

I I.

(270)293 215;

A Trip to the Bluegrass

scenic byway takes
Often times the area of
you past horse farms
Kentucky that gets much of the
on both sides of the
is the
tourism attention
road, rock fences and
"Bluegrass"
Wallace Station, a
region of the
great lunch stop.
state. And
97 Honda Civic. silver.
Versailles
in
5sp. $1,500good
for
519-5969.
Woodford County is
reason.
to
connected
Although
Lexington by, that's
the diversity
right, the Versailles
f
Road. This highway
Kentucky's
packs a wallop as far as
beauty is far
things to see goes. Not
reaching
Out & About from east to
only does it lead you to
10•11•0
•••••••••••
a charming little town
... Kentucky west and
with shops, and beautito
north
HALEY Real Estate
Stile
ful homes, but it leads
Appraising
south, the
270-759-4218
you past Calumet
spectacle of
By Gary P.
0.00 Goat Estimate
Farms,
one of the most
pasWest
rolling
227-9641
famous
horse farms in
land
Syndicated
ture
AFFORDABLE
the world. Ne.asby is
with world
Columnist
Race
Labor Day
Keeneland
*Remodeling
class thorWeekend Sale
*Screened Porches
Course, and close to
oughbred horses, surrounded by
LAKEFRONT LOT
*Garages
that is CastlePost, a
miles and miles of four-plank
WI Dock Bulk
*Water & Termite
out-of-place
most
fencing, regardless of how many
only $49,900
Damage
Photo provided structure amid farms,
times
we've
seen
it,
is
really
(was $124,900)
*Decks
Daniel Boone's monument in the Frankfort Cemetery is just one of manyhorses and plank
special.
SAVE 60%!!!
*Home/ Mobile Home
places to visit in the Bluegrass Region.
fences. Construction
the
Kentuckians
we
know
As
Spectacular lakefront
Repair
on this European-style
lot w/ boat dock
bluegrass we're always talking It seems to be everywhere on the slow down and enjoy. Nearby
436-5517
already built on
about is not really blue, although hundreds of horse farms in the Shaker Village at Pleasant Hill castle began in 1969 as a private
fabulous Kentucky
SOUR No
this variety produces a tiny blue area.
speaks for itself, and the residents, but recently has been
Lake. a 160,000 acre
Out D lit
flower that in early spring when
Many of the barns can easily Beaumont Inn, for me it doesn't opened as an overnight inn.
recreational paradise.
Woodford Reserve distillery and
11111.1.FOR
a pasture might have a be seen from the roadways. It's get much better.
massed
in
Paved rd w/ tells &
Irish
Acres antiques are in the
s I 'V 7,.S 00
green
to
It
still
looks
bluish
tint.
Berea and Richmond in
new survey. Excellent
their distinctive architectural
proximity.
11
A1ON
1
A
me.
Someone
years
ago
said
it
financing. Must see!
beauty that sets them apart from Madison county offer up an
Often overlooked as part of
Iglti
I.,7
(
was blue, and must have been most other barns in Kentucky. entertaining stop. White Hall
Call now 1-800-704very convincing because we've Special care in the design of mansion in Richmond and the Bluegrass Region might be
3154 www.kytakeaele&QM
227-0587
been called the bluegrass state these horse barns, with their Boone Tavern in Berea are just Frankfort. I really enjoy our
753-2353
for a long time.
cupolas, spires, arches and func- tips of the iceberg with what all state's capital city. There is so
ALL Carpentry
much to sec in the way of histoThe so called Bluegrass tional stall windows all add up is going on here.
'Remodeling
ry.
Somewhat underserved as far
Region around Lexington offers to the importance this area
Winchester and its beautiful
-Additions
several entertainment places on thoroughbred horses. historic downtown should not be as good eateries go, visitors can
visitors
3 acre lot. Brooks 'Docks
opportunities without ever leav- With prior planning you may be overlooked. What an interesting still track down enough places to
Chapel & Finley Rd. 'Porches
ing the comfort of your own car. able to call ahead and make a place for strolling and shopping. have a good meal. The Capitol
Flat, small pond, good "Pole Barns
Of course there are several high reservation to go inside of one.
'Laminate
Floors
Georgetown is one of my rotunda, the Old State Capital,
building lot. $18,000.
Center, Buffalo
'Tile
end tour companies that provide
270-227-2335
There are a number of side new favorite places. Anyone the History
"Mobile Home-Repair
informative slick presentations trips in the bluegrass area. I've who visits here will find that this Trace Distillery. and Daniel
•Roof-Overs
for a price. They're okay mind done them all and can tell you wonderful Scott county town is Boone's grave are just enough to
'Underpinning
you, but I sometime prefer to do they make for delightful excur- much, much more than Toyotas. get you going here.
Larry Nimmo
Just the few things I've
my own self-guided trek. I like sions. I've often found that
Midway is so named because
talked
about will take you sevesto
flexibility
of
being
able
the
when "exploring- out from the it is midway between Lexington
Hill Electric
find one of those interesting larger cities, it's these hidden, and Frankfort. This is one of al days to see and do, but with
Since 1986
24 Noun seam' places, often times not on the small town jewels that make me those wide places in the road some good planning, always
flexibility, it
Res., Corn., &
"professional" tour.
want to return and spend more that is packed full of shops and allowing for a little
Licensed & Insured
vacation.
will
make
a
fun
Usually the first thing I time there.
antiques
to
art
to
boutiques from
All jobs - big or small
So get up, get out, and get
notice is all of that fencing,
Harrodsburg, in Mercer horse apparel. May I suggest
753-9562
some white some black. Either County, is one of my all-time that if you travel from Lexington going!
Gary P. West can be reached
color the going rate for construc- favorite places to visit. I find to Midway do so via Old
3BR, 2 BA new con436-2867 Lamb's
at west1488@bellsouth.net.
struction,1316
tion is said to be $18,(XX) a mile. that a visit here just makes me Frankfort Pike. This designated
Professional Tree
Larkspur. Campbell
$229,000.
Estate.
Call for spot.
753-3966. 293-9747.

3BR, 20'x20' privacy
deck. 404 N. Cherry
St.
Asking-$19,500.
293-4647
GREAT starter home.
164
Bendefield Ln , North
School District. 3Br.
2Ba, fenced yard, new
roof, new heating & air,
city wear, garden,
270-978$75,000.
1900, 270-759-2276.

lNee 24
ee
SeinesImmos Is
RIvadeilil raleles.
papio
Rns=40
11164112

Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-8377
436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, junk
& tree work.
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DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
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HAY- Hybrid Bermuda
grass Round bale
$35ea., square bale
$4.25ea 293-3805.

(270)436-2228
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Horsscsps
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday,Sept. 2, 2009:
This year, study ways to shorten
your work hours, allowing you
more free time. Sometimes you
can be too diligent! You are
about to release a very challenging few years. In the next few
months, eye greater happiness.
If you are single, greet a new
beginning because of a special
person. Don't decide that this is
it. Use a year as a landmark. If
you are attached, the two of you
need to bond more deeply.
Develop a common interest.
AQUARIUS often introduces
new technology.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average. 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Be optimistic and forthright in a meeting. You will need
to help others stay focused and
directed. Understand what is
happening within your immedi-

ate circle.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might want to take
control of a situation and move it
along. Your words and leadership appear to have that needed
extra oomph. Think positively
about what is happening around
you. Your perceptions are coloring the events.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You will want to understand more Therefore, in a way,
you need to get out of your head.
How you see a situation when
you don't identify with it could be
a lot different.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** A partner takes a strong.
positive stance, making it close
to impossible to say "no." Your
creativity comes forward when
dealing with this person. He or
she bottoms out problems.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Others seem to be in
the mood to jump and act on
their thoughts. You are the
receptive audience, and you
might not believe what drops in
your lap. Keep an eye open for
unusual possibilities

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
**** Defer to others and be

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** No one handles and

more open to creative, dynamic

understands finances like you.
You do a reversal in a situation;

thinking. You could be somewhat
taken aback by the possibilities.
Be open to news, with an eye to
potential and change.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your creativity remains
high. Your responsiveness continues to be important to someone involved with a project. You
seem to be unusually resourceful and dynamic. You come up
with ideas from out of nowhere.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You feel much more
relaxed than you have in a while.
Your mellowness is much appreciated. A brainstorming session
pays off far more than you
thought possible.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Listen to news with an
open attitude. How can you
make the best of a situation? A
lot of people have suggestions.
You might have more energy
when communicating your ideas,
and the back and forth might
seem necessary

ultimately, the decision is great.
You might want to rethink how
much money you put into an
investment.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You naturally bound
from one idea to another. Others
find you extremely charismatic
and want to join in. Listen to
news that comes forward, and
integrate it into your plans.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Realize the power is not
on your side, and, in fact, you
need to lay low for a short while.
What you decide to do and the
direction in which you head
could make a big difference.
BORN TODAY
Tennis player Jimmy Connors
(1952), actress Salma Hayek
(1966), actor Keanu Reeves
(1964)
•••

Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at wwwjacquellnoblgar.com.
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Looking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Jeanne Fleming. president of
Leadership of Murray Alumni,
presenting a $1,0(X) check to
Donna Herndon, board chair for
the Angels Community Clinic.
The region's first Ice Cream
Festival will be Sept. 18 from
I I a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Park. This
is being sponsored by the Murray -Calloway County Parks &
Recreation.
Dr. Todd Bohannon has
opened his practice in sports/non
operative orthopaedics in Murray.
Births reported include a girl
to Michael and Kristal Ford,
Aug. 24.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Police Officer Gary Overhey collecting information at the
scene of a 3-car accident at
North 14th and Olive Streets.
No injuries were reported. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Mark Cooper.
Also published is a picture
of the officers for 1999-2000
club year of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. They are Brenda Turner,
chairman, Jill Asher, vice chairman, Evelyn Wallis, secretary,
and Marlane Newell, treasurer.
Births reported include a girl
to Kevin and Sherrie Allbritten
and a boy to Brenda and Mason
Clapp, Aug. 29.
30 years ago
Margaret Trevathan, librarian
for Calloway County Public
Library, will speak at both sessions of the Kentucky Schools
Media Association at the fall
conference at the new convention center at Kentucky Dam State
Park on Sept. 8.
Larry Dunn, vocalist and guitarist. Ted Lovett, bass guitarist,
Otis Lovins, fiddler, and Larry
Gilbert, steel guitarist, present-

ed a program at the meeting of
the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens held at the Ellis
Community Center.
40 years ago
Joseph G. Morgan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Morgan of
Hazel, is serving with the United States Marine Corps at Camp
Lejeune, N.C.
Dr. Richard Broenngmeyer of
Murray was elected as secretary
of the Kentucky Chiropractic
Association District 1 at a meeting held at Paducah.
Kathy Rowlett, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Rowlett of
Murray, was the winner of the
Mississippi Valley Tennis Tournament held at Memphis, Tenn.
SO years ago
The tax books at the office
of Calloway County Sheriff
Cohen Stubblefield are now open
for payment of 1959 taxes,
according to Sheriff Stubblefield.
Elected as officers of the senior class of Hazel High School
were Gerald Owen, president;
Terry Wilson, vice president;
Carolyn Hughes,secretary; Hughes Bennett, treasurer; Dianna
Ferguson, reporter.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Nichols
Ross.
60 years ago
011ie Brown of Murray is
observing his 25th anniversary
with the Murray Telephone Service today, Sept. 1.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William E. Hendon and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin R. Knight, Aug. 23; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Turner, Aug. 27; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Clay C. Darnell, Aug. 28.
Mn. L.E. Owen was the hostess for the August meeting of
the Murray Magazine Club at
her home, on North 12th Street,
Murray.

0

on a misdemeanor charge,
again acquitted.)
In 1894, the Great Hinckley
Fire destroyed Hinckley, Minn.,and
five other communities, and killed
more than 400 people.
In 1897, the first section of
Boston's new subway system was
opened.
and
Alberta
1905,
In
Saskatchewan entered Confederation as the eighth and ninth
provinces of Canada.
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Weight loss tied to
prescription medication

Patience is stretched thin
in doctors' waiting rooms
DEAR ABBY: Your advice
to "Sick of Waiting in Denver"
(June 25) will help a number
of our patients. Physicians don't
want frustrated and angry
patients, and we don't plan our
day expecting long w4its. Your
suggestion
that when a
doctor is runmore
ning
than 15 minutes late, the
next person
be
should
is
warned
appropriate.
Your
other suggestion to call
By Abigail
the doctor's
Van Buren
an
office
hour ahead of time to see if he/she
is on schedule might not work.
The physician might be on schedule, but a problem could arise
that throws him/her off. Arriving at the office and finding the
doctor horribly backed up after
hearing that he was on schedule at the time of the phone
call would be upsetting.
Unfortunately. I haven't found
an easy solution to this in my
25 years of practice. It does
help to focus on good manners
and empathy, and to alert patients
at the time of check-in if there's
a problem, which allows them
to return or reschedule. Of course,
the physician conveying personally to his patients that their
time is as important as his also
goes a long way. -- MARC
M.D.,
SCHNEIDERMAN,
PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR DR. SCHNEIDERMAN: Amen to that, and thank
you for saying so. Read on for
some of the comments I received

Dear Abby

Teen In Maw
By The Associated Pros
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 1,
the 244th day of 2009. There are
121 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. I, 1939, World War
II began as Nazi Germany invaded Poland.
On this date:
In 1807, former Vies
A
*as found

Murray Ledger & Times

In 1923, the Japanese cities of baseball's 68 permanent umpires
Tokyo and Yokohama were dev- found themselves jobless, the fallastated by an earthquake that out from their union's failed attempt
to force an early start to negoticlaimed some 140,000 lives.
In 1951, the United States, ations for a new labor contract.
Australia and New Zealand signed Ten American tourists and two
a mutual defense pact, the ANZUS Tanzanians were killed when their
small plane crashed as they were
treaty.
In 1972, American Bobby Fis- leaving Serengeti National Park.
Five years ago: More than
the international chess
ib people *the taken hostage
Rayltjavik, iceboat as'
eavily sa.Od Chechen miliAO the St9Fillii4011..41
ore the resumption of tants at a school in Beslan in
gned
southern Russia; more than 330,
game 21.
In 1983, 269 people were killed mostly children, were eventually
when a Korean Air Lines Boeing killed in the three-day ordeal. Mil747 was shot down by a Soviet itants in Iraq freed seven employjet fighter after the airliner had ees of a Kuwaiti trucking firm
after their employer paid half a
entered Soviet airspace.
In 1989, Baseball Commission- million dollars in ransom. The
er A. Bartlett Giamatti died of a criminal case against Kobe Bryant
heart attack at his summer home collapsed as prosecutors in Colin Martha's Vineyard, Mass., at orado dropped a sexual assault
charge against the NBA star.
age 51.
Ten years ago: Twenty-two of

r-h

from patients:
DEAR ABBY: I find it interesting that the doctor's rights
are prominently posted in the
waiting room, e.g., co-pays are
due before you see the doctor,
if you don't cancel your appointment 24 hours in advance and
you fail to show up, you will
be billed for the appointment.
But nowhere do you see the
patients' rights posted.
As a patient I insist on one
simpL right -- that the doctor
sec me within 15 minutes of
the appointed time made by
his/her staff. Last year I fired
two doctors for keeping me waiting. In both cases I let the doctor know I would no longer be
seeing them and why. One had
the gall to tell me his patients
EXPECTED to wait for him!
As patients, we enable doctors to get away with unprofessional behavior by not insisting
on accountability. I am a professional, and time spent in a
doctor's office is time taken
away from my clients. My time
is as valuable to me as the doctors' time is to them. -- LARRY
W., SUN CITY, ARIZ.
DEAR ABBY: I suggest that
whenever possible, patients
should request the first appointment in the morning or after
lunch. The chances of being
seen on time are greater at those
times. -- MAGGIE B., DANA
POINT, CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: My husband
had an appointment with a physician who kept him waiting an
hour in the waiting room and
nearly another hour in the examination room. When the doctor
finally appeared, my husband
complained about the long wait.
"I'm a doctor and I can't be
rushed," he responded. "If I
make a mistake, someone could
DIE."
My husband, without missing a beat said, "Really? Well,
I'm an architect. If I make a
mistake, THOUSANDS could
die. I guess I win."
With that, he got dressed and
walked out. Needless to say, we
never returned to that doctor.
I disagree that it is the patient's
job to make sure the doctor isn't
runnins late. His office staff can
easily infonn people of that fact
when they walk in, giving them
the option of waiting if they
wish (or can). -- NO LONGER
WAITING, HARMONY, PA.
DEAR ABBY: I am a professional. My hourly fees are similar to those of doctors. My policy is any waiting time after 30
minutes, 1 bill the doctor for
my time. -- PATRICK IN SAN
ANSELMO

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a
79-year-old female and have
always enjoyed good health. About
a year ago. I was diagnosed with
early signs of Parkinson's disease.
My handwriting has become poor.
My symptoms have not worsened,
but in January of this year, 1
decided to try
Sinemet prescribed by my
doctor. It has
my
helped
handwriting;
however, I
have lost my
sense of smell
and taste. It
was subtle at
first, but now
I taste and
smell nothBy
ing. I have
12
Dr. Peter Gott lost
pounds
because eating is not a pleasant
experience for me anymore.
My neurologist said I lost my
smell and taste due to the Parkinson's medication. My general practitioner had never heard of that
with other Parkinson's patients he
sees. A friend with the condition
doesn't have the problem.
I also suffer from Restless Legs
Syndrome most nights. Is there help
that wouldn't involve more pills?
I exercise three times a week at
a fitness center for about an hour
each day, but need help.
DEAR READER: Parkinson's
disease is a progressive neurological disorder that carries a host
of symptoms, including cramped
handwriting,tremor, gait abnormalities, lOSS of appetite and taste,
and worsening of involuntary
movements. Your neurologist is
right on the money when he attributes your weight loss and lack
of interest in food to the medication. In defense of your general practitioner, however, each

Dr. Gott

down one. The trumps are divided 41 and the diamonds 4-2, so he should
lose three trump tricks and a club.
But if declarer plays his cards to
best effect, he is likely to make the
contract. Though he does not see the
adverse cards and does not know that
the trumps are divided4-1, he should
base all his plays on that assumption.
since if the trumps are divided 3-2,
the contract is assured. Accordingly,
he wins the opening spade lead in
dummy and returns the ten of hearts!
Now put yourself in East's shoes
and imagine you see only your hand
and dummy's. How many players do
you know who would play the six on
the ten?
Most of them would cover the ten
with the jack, and declarer would
then make the contract. Ile would
play the ace. felling West's king,
cash the king of spades, ruff a spade
and lead dummy's remaining heart.
A fine declarer makes not only the Fast would eventually score the Q-9
tricks that belong to him, but also of trumps and a club, but South
many of them that don't. Some of would make the contract.
Note that if dectarer's first trump
these extra tricks are the result of a
calculated effort he makes to induce lead from dummy were the three,
East would almost surely play the
errors by the defense.
Here is an example of the art. six. South would then lose three
South is in four hearts, and West trump tricks and a club and go down
leads a spade. If you examine all four one because he failed to give East the
hands, declarer appears certain to go chance to make a mistake.
Tomorrow: The one and only chance.

West deakr.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
41A 10
W10 4 3
•A 8 7 6
•A 10 9 2
EAST
WEST
•8763
•Q J 95
•Q.1 96
WK
•10 5
•.1 9 4 2
•K 8 7
46.1 6 5 1
SOUTH
•K 4 2
WA 8 7 5 2
•KQ3
•Q4
The bidding:
South
Noah East
West
IV
Pass
1*
Pass
3•
Pass
1 NT
Pass
4•
Pass
3,
Pass
Opening lead — queen of spades.
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Cresinnenis
ACROSS

13t.()NJ1)I1
I HEAR YOU AREN'T IN
THE M000 TO GO OYER ANY
PROPOSALS TODAY"

MR SUMSTEAO, WE'U- HAVE TO
RESCAEOULE YOUR DENTIST
APPOINTMENT THE 1:)OCTOR
ISN'T 1N TNE M000 TO GO
POKING AROUNO
IN ANY MORE
MOUTHS
TOOAY

II I 13(to

C.

TAKE A LOOK
AT THIO, JON!

THIIS IS A ilL.ANK
ptece OF PAPER

imeN MAY I Assume
YOU CAN AL.60 SEE TI4A1
MY DISH IS EMPTY'

A NI
I'M NOT GOING
I'M HIDING UNDER
MY BE0 .

YOUID BETTER
COME OUT WHAT'S
DAD GONNA SAY ?
r -

HE UNDERSTANDS HE
SAID WHEN NE WAS LITTLE,
HE HID UNDER THE
BED FOR THREE DAYS .

1 Sinbad's bird
4 Pipe up
9 — out (relax)
12 Cry of disgust
13 Sonnets and
odes
14 Depot info
15 Hi-tech scan
16 Paris hub
17 Footfall
18 Gator cousins
20 Startled cry
21 Not med.
23 Winter ailment
24 Starr or
Vaccaro
28 Cut down
30 Fireworks or
diamonds
32 Heim position
34 401(k) cousin
35 Keg-party site
36 Stock up again
39 Be in debt
40 It lets off steam
41 Noticed
43 G ad, almost

Murr
with

(cen,
For .
MSU
oper

PRI

Inducing a Defensive Error

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also known
as Jeanne Phillips, and was
founded by her mother,Pauline
Phillips.
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individual may react differently and
as a result, his or her symptoms
will vary.
A loss or diminished sense of
smell linked to the medication is
quite common. When you can't
smell the delicious aroma of food,
it is usually followed by little
interest in eating. This is likely
the cause of your weight loss. I
can only recommend you make
your food "presentations" attractive by adding a dash of color.
Perhaps steamed broccoli with
julienne carrot sticks can be
arranged alongside a salmon steak
or boneless chicken breast. Or
add a couple of strawberry or
kiwi slices to a bed of lettuce.
This might just be appealing 3
enough to stimulate your appetite. _.•
Restless Legs Syndrome fRLS):1
is a ghastly affliction of unknown:.
cause. It has several criteria to...s,
be appropriately labeled. There is
compulsion to move the lags Attie
at rest. That need is often accompanied by unpleasant sensations
of burning, prickling and crawl- ing. Symptoms become worse or
present when the patient is at
rest, lying down or has been sitting for a prolonged period. Symptoms can be relieved by activities such as walking, stretching
and massage. Sensations often
exacerbate in the evening.
If this describes your RLS,
you should locate a local physician who specializes in the disorder and can get you on the
right track. If it doesn't, you might
be suffering from a worsening of
involuntary movements from the
Sinemet. If you are opposed to
taking additional medication, per- .
haps the doctor can recommend
acupuncture, reflexology, yoga or
nutritional supplements.
Speak with your physician
about your prescription to determine if you are being helped or
hindered.

44 Not hurt
45 Head
supporters
47 Self-centered
50 Function
properly
51 Hwys.
54 Rustic lodging
55 Bandleader
Count —
56 Senorita's aunt
57 Note-taker's
need
58 "Rocky II" loser
59 Earlier
DOWN
1 45 or 78
2 Dory's need
3 In vogue
4 Thread
purchases
5 Prickly one
6 Electric
swimmers
7 A Vanderbilt
8 Topeka loc.
9 Validate
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20 Mork's planet
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Murray State vs. Kentucky Wesleyan

WHEN: 7 P.M. THURSDAYIWHERE: ROY STEWART STADIUM

ing
Get Go
ReadyOFTo
LOOKING AT SAME-COLORED JERSEY
RACERS TIRED

MICHAEL DANN / ledger & Times
Murray State head coach Matt Griffin shares a laugh
with quarterbacks Chris Franklin (12), Jeff Ehrhardt
(center) and Rico Yantko at a recent Racer practice.
For the most part, all Jokes will cease Thursday when
MSU plays host to Kentucky Wesleyan in the season
Opener.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Matt Griffin could scout and scheme
until his heart's content in the days leading up to Thursday night's matchup with
Kentucky Wesleyan.
And Griffin. who ushers in his fourth
season on the sideline this week, will do
exactly that, but nothing is more important to the Racer head coach than simply seeing another team Opposite his on
the football field.
"We are ready to play," Griffin said
think
at his Monday press conference.

we're just tired of looking at each other,
particularly these last two days. It's really been something where we have had
some ticky-tack incidents that have almost
turned into donnybrook. The kids are just
tired of one another and it's time to just
go play someone else and get going."
Murray State will welcome in the Panthers from their nearby Owensboro campus at 6:30 p.m. Thursday at Stewart Stadium.
The Racers embark on a schedule that,
after Thursday night's game. will take
them to North Carolina State and Mis-

souri State on back-to-back weeks before
opening Ohio Valley Conference play.
Griffin has been content with the strides
made during the fall practices and indicates at this point, he doesn't see anything that really needs any fine-turning prior
to Thursday night.
"Other than just getting out there, no,"
Griffin said. "We've tried to put our kids
in extremely hard situations. We've given
them looks that we probably won't see
from Kentucky Wesleyan and we'll continue to do that throughout the week.
•See GRIFFIN, 10

AROUND THE STATE

PREP SOCCER ROUNDUP

Lady Tigers split
Saturday games
at own tourney
MURRAY SMOTHERS WESTVIEW,
FALLS TO NORTH OLDHAM
Staff Report
Murray took a Saturday split
in games at the Lady Tiger
Cup, defeating Martin (Tenn.)
Westview 10-0 but falling to
North Oldham 3-1.
The match against North
Oldham was the headliner of
the tournament, pitting two
teams ranked in the statewide
preseason top 25 against one
another.
The No. 23-ranked Lady
Tigers played from behind from
the beginning, spotting the 20thranked Lady Mustangs two firsthalf goals.
Shelby Crouch helped Murfiv's cause by scoring off a
Morgan Steiner kick with 16:52
left in the first half to send
her team to the break down
2-1.
But the Lady Tigers wouldn't score again and North Oldham added a final goal in the
second period. The Lady Mustangs outshot Murray 8-7.
Against Martin Westview,
Murray scored three goals in
the first half and exploded with
a flurry of scoring in the second to end the game on mercy
rule with just over three minutes remaining.
Westview filled in for Murray's originally scheduled opponent. Webster County, which
was unable to make the trip.
The Lady Tigers outshot
Westview 26-0 in the first half
and 43-0 for the game.

Today in Prep Sports
Boys SOCCIIK
Calloway Co at Pad Tilghman 7 p.m
Girls Soccer
8-30 p.m
Calloway Co at Mayfield
SI. Mary at Murray (All 'A') 7 15 pm.
Volleyball
5 p.m.
Calloway Co at CCA
Murray at Chestier: Fellowship 6 p.m.
Golf
Marshall Co at Murray (MCC) 4 p.m
Calloway Co. at CCA (Paxton) 4 p.m

Chloe Farris, Carly Mathis
and Megg Hudson scored two
goals apiece, with Farris scoring the team's first goal at the
29-minute mark of the first
half on an assist by Steiner.
Jaclin Patterson scored off
a Hudson assist less than two
minutes later and Mathis rounded out the first-half scoring
with a strike off a Hudson
assist with 16:26 remaining.
Murray scored two goals in
the first 10 minutes of the second half, one by Hudson off
a Steiner assist, the other from
Mathis off a deflection from
the goalkeeper.
Crouch, Shelby Johnson,
Hudson, Farris and Libby Trevathan added goals in the final
35 minutes of play.
The Lady Tigers improved
their record to 4-2-1 on the
season and will return to action
tonight when they host St. Mary
in the First Region All 'A'championship match.
Game time is set for 7:15
p.m. at Mallary France Soccer
Complex.

PGA ROUNDUP

Is the
domination
over?
FOR THE 2ND TOURNAMENT,
ANOTHER FLINCH BY TIGER
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
JERSEY CITY. N.J. (API
Much to his chagrin, Tiger
Woods has put some suspense
hack into golf.
Give him the lead going
into the final round of the
major, and victory is no longer
as certain as death, taxes and
Woods wearing a ied shirt on
Sunday. Watch him hit a clutch
shot to the 1Xth green, and
there is no guarantee he make
the putt.
Y.E. Yang delivered a shocker two weeks ago at the PGA
Championship when he became

the first player to heat golf's
best closer, rallying from two
shots behind Woods for a threeshot victory at Hazeltine.
Woods rarely looked so
human. And then on Sunday
at Liberty National, he bled a
little more.
He was on the cusp of contention for most of the final
round at The Barclays until
the bell rang for the final lap.
Then. Woods made a 10-foot
birdie on the 14th to move
closer to the lead. a 15-foot
par putt on the next hole to
thyi e. anti a deft chipsti
•see TIGER, 10

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & limes
against Miami-Ohio at the
ner
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks leads the Wildcats into Saturday's season-ope
home of the Cincinnati Bengali, Paul Brown Stadium.

Anticipating a solid start
UK's
BROOKS
ANXIOUS TO
GET GOING
By JEFFREY 11161URRAY
Associated PRess Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
often
layers
bemoan preseason workouts,
Kentucky
and
Rich
coach
Brooks says he
too is ready to
face some live
competition after a summer camp
that has seemed much longer
than normal.
"I'm anxious," Brooks said.
"I'm kind of frustrated. I'm
kind of antsy. I'm kind of nerv-

ous. I want to go play, and I
think a lot of our team is in
the same mood."
It's not that it has been an
offseason full of distractions. The
only major one was the revelation that defensive end Jeremy Jarmon had tested positive
for a banned substance and
would have to forgo his senior
year. Otherwise, the team has
steered largely clear of major
injuries or scandals.
Kentucky opens against
Miami-Ohio Saturday in Cincinnati, giving the Wildcats their
first opportunity to play at the
home of the Bengals.
"It's going to bring out a
whole new level of excitement,"
defensive tackle Corey Peters
said "We feed off that excitement. It gives us energy."
It will be Kentucky 's first
game at an NFL stadium since
the 2(X)7 Music City Bowl in
Nashville.

"I think our fans will enjoy
having all seat backs on their
seats," Brooks joked. "For both
teams, it's an exciting venue to
play in a professional stadium
as a changeup."
Perhaps the biggest adjustment Kentucky will face Saturday isn't the venue but the
prospect of facing a team with
an all-new coaching staff and
therefore little available game
tape to analyze. Former Notre
Dame offensive coordinator
Mike Haywood now has his
first head coaching job with the
Redhawks.
"It's going to be a little bit
of a mystery. but we know if
we go out and execute our
game plan, no matter what, we're
going to be all right." offensive tackle Zipp Duncan said.
Brooks agrees the Wildcats
go into the game "a little blind"
due to the coaching changes,
but he see many areas of opti-

mism on his team — most
notably increased speed on both
sides of the ball, an immensely deep crop of receivers and
a year of progress from quar-:
terback Mike Hartline, who had',
many peaks and valleys last
year in his first season as the
starter.
Kentucky is riding a program-first three consecutive.:
bowl victories, and part of that
recent success is beating the
teams it is supposed to beat.
The Wildcats have won 14 consecutive nonconference games
— most since a I7-game streak
from 1954-60.
"We're continually trying to
raise our team to the level of
the upper half of the (Southeastern Conference)," Brooks
said. "When you do that, you
should be able to play pretty •
well against the rest of the nonconference schedule."
•See UK, 10

Nervcs already starting for Kragthorpe
CARDINALS OPEN SEASON SATURDAY AGAINST INDIANA STATE
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
Scott Long
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)
walked into the training room at the
Schnellenherger
Howard
Football Complex on Monday. tunic(' to nobody in
particular and then did something a little out of character for the normally
reserved Louisville senior
wide receiver.
Kragthorpes
He screamed Really.
really loud.
"I told 'em to get some energy in
hew. get some mice," Long said.

Hey, it's game week after all. And
after an injury-plagued season in which
he spent more time on crutches than on
the field. Long wasn't about to apologize
for turning the volume up to II .
"I love this game. it's a very passionate game, I get very fired up about it,"
he said with a laugh.
Long isn't the onlv one.
Following the first losing season 01
the millennium. the Cardinals are eager
to put 200K behind them and move lot
w aid starting on Saturdav night when
they host Indiana State 10-1 I.
"We need lo prove to ourselves that
we can be good.- defensive end Greg Scrug-

gs said. "That's about the only thing we
have to prove to anybody."
particuThe memories of last fall
larly the five-game losing streak to end
the season -- are still fresh, so don't
expect Louisville to look past anyone,
even the Sycamores. Indiana State has
won one game in the last three seasons
and opened 2009 with an overtime loss
to Quincs, an NAIA school
"We're not overlooking anybody because
we're both playing for the same thing,"
Scruggs said. "When you're playing for
the same thing, anything can happen."
Coach Steve Kragthorpe politely dis•See Uoft.. 10
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Hilltoppers familiar with long odds against Vols
•••••
• 7.'"gt%

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — The
scenario of this season's first game is
something Western Kentucky coach David
Elson has seen many times before, but
that doesn't mean it gets any easier.
When the Hilltoppers open the season
at Tennessee on Saturday, it'll- mark the
sixth time in the past seven years that
the Hilltoppers have played on the road
against an opponent from the Southeastern Conference.
So forgive the Hilltoppers if they aren't
exactly intimillated by the promise of
playing in front of a missive crowd against
a team that — at least on paper — seems
to overmatch them.

That doesn't mean it's any easier, though.
"It's all kind of educated guesses, but
we think (Tennessee is) going to try to
run the foothill," Elson said. "That's what
they're known for. Their quarterback situation, not that it's unsettled because
they've named the starter, but I just think
any time things are new you want to go
with that comfort level is everything you
WC."

The Hilltoppers will be the first opponent for first-year bead coach Lane Elffin. Kiffin's has already made a splash
with his brash talk that's gotten him in
trouble with the NCAA.
But ICiffm's mouth appears to be the

•Uof1._
missed a question about whether
he'd rest his starters early
against Indiana State if things
get out of hand.

111111111CKY PUP
FORM POLL
LOUISVILLE.Ky.(AP)— Thri lop leans
met. Kentucky Anodoid Press high
school WW1 poi& sah and-pisce
mem nscords,lotelpoints wid previous
reradngs:
Close IA
FPV
I. Lest. Owistian (10)
2.116511eld 0)
3. Frankton (1)
4. Beachwood(3)
5. Hazard S. CrIllanden Co.7.
I01
141= 111114T10.ibilltesham 710. Belevue

sive becks last season, most notably Victor Harris of Virginia Tech.
It will be a challenge kw MOM senior quark:steed Srandon Smith. who will
make his first start career in the 102,000seat Neyland Stadium.
"Me and some of the older guys, we've

seen places like Met," Smith said. "We
have to go in there and take care of business."

or UK
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"That'll be on a bulletin
board by the end of the day,"
be said.
Besides, ICragthorpe is only
too aware of all the questions
he'll need answers to if the
Cardinals are going to take a
step forward this year.
Though be and the rest of
the coaching staff did everything it could to prepare the
Cardinals for the season —
even going through the "Card
March" pregame ritual during
a walkthrough last weekend —
1Crsgthorpe knows his players
will have to learn some things
on their own.
"There's always (a worry)
about bow your team is going
to resPogills*;E.asipe salt,

From Pagel
ICentucky and Miami have
played 11 times, with nine of
those in Lexington. The other
two were M Oxford, with the
schools splitting them.
Running back Alfonso Smith
says be thinks this Kentucky
team could surprise some people, particularly with the mves
the passing game has generated during workouts.
Two years ago when Andre
Woodson was quarterback, passing was the focus. Before that,
it was running. This could be
one of the Wildcats' most balanced offensive attacks in years.
Smith said.

we're going to do instead of
just load up the box for the
rim like they did last year," be
said. "Now that we can stretch
the field, that's going to really open up our play calling and
our offense."
Defensively,
Kentucky
returns several top playmakers,
including linebacker Micah
Johnson and cornerback Irevan Lindley. Lindley, considered to be one of the top cornerbacks in the country, says
he believes this team has the
talent to hush the doubters.
'They've Finny much said
that the past three years," Lindley said. "It's just another year,
a time to go out and prove

"The defense is going to
htwe 'tog sway inns an whet thaw emcee
•••••-
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Vie**we going 63 have jitters, bet I erect
nose exckastet than Alen, simply became
• oilere a little bit more of a veteran football
team."
Nico Yantko, the 5-foot-9, 191-pound *senior, will still get the nod over incutnlmat querSetback Jeff Ehrhardt in the season opener, but
(MR maintains that both will see significant
$1101e$
"They are both going to play Thursday

Eight," he said. "1 think we have 10 do that
Both guys have practiced really wdl. W. not
a robins or a &Jerome; it's a luxury in my
eyes. We have two guys that are capabk. of
moving our club and I've said -so manyAnati.
"We don't ask bur quarterback, sod wd never
will, to win games. We just ask dem to distribute the football, get it to the odpw guy and
let them do the work. Tbe. guy who doe's that
more efficiently usually gets more playing time.
That's just how it goes."

Woods
•

Pitim Pio1 and-nm to 3 het for birdie'on
the 16th thet pulled him withis one shot.
- Heeding a birdie on the final
pnte to a:the clubliontle es4
fame i playoff.
maths(sough win — he drilled
S6-kos from 1119 yard" so the
bil* pin at A* lab AM listened to Mos% faMlibir Mom
ag die Mk Meet7 fest frost
the cup.
Heath Siecen atid Steve
Snicker, died ler the teed. were
on the l8ll tee as Woods stood
over his birdie pun. Even from
467 yards away, it was not
difficult to figure out what was

the green and hitting a wedipe
to 20 feet, be rolled in the
best par putt et his life for a
one-shot victory. Snicker had
a chance to 'de, but missed
from 10 feet.,
you can't make
'em al)".
said.
Yang was the first to see
for himself when be 10ok down
the biggest name in golf.
Slocum beat a bunch of
stars.The group ate shot behind
foamed Woods, Stricken Ernie
Eli and Padraig Harrington, who
have combined to win 20

side of the cup, and they could
bear the groans — twice.
Because the large video boards
and TVs in celrporate chalets
had about a 10-second delay,
the big news reached some
people later than others.
"It's kind of funny, actually," Slocum said, referring to
the' double dose of reaction.
"But I knew that he had missed
it."
That wasn't the case for
Slocum. Despite hitting a fairway bunker, playing short of

worldwide, he has finished second 32 times in tournaments
recognized by the world golf
rankings.
Even so, this was only the
fifth time in his career that
Woods has finished runner-up
in consecutive tournaments. The
last time it happened was at
the end of his 2006 season,
when he was second to Yang
at the HSBC Champions in
Shanghai, then surrendered a
lead on the back nine to Harrington and lost to him in a
playoff at the Dunlop Phoenix

majors. All of them have been
at least No. 3 in the world at

in Japan.
Go back to 2005 to find
the Last time it happened in
America. Woods was runnerup to Michael Campbell in the
U.S. Open, then tied for second at the Western Open in
Chicago.
Unlike ale sikpr four occasions, Woods Iliad a malisic
thence of wrividirkeki times
as he stood on Win tee.
And the mason failfiremands
out so much is that it rarely
happened before.
No other greens confounded Woods quite like the ones
at Liberty National. It was only

some point.
fitting that he missed a 7-foot
The common thread in both putt at the end because he had
going on. If the cheers weren't
enough, that red shin is hard tournaments was Woods hav- done that all week. On his
ing a chance to win, and Woods first hole of the tournament,
to miss.
Woods hit a pure 5-iron to 10
"Usually he makes it," finishing second.
"That's the way it goes some- feet behind the hole at No. 10
Slocum said."Ho-hum for him."
times," he said.
and looked perplexed when it
Surprise!
Along with his 81 victories broke away from the cup.
The ball slid by on the left

.6nour•It01-5

Even as he tried to make a
move Saturday, his 67 was
slowed by missing an 8-foot
eagle putt at No.6 that stunned
even one his playing partners,
Zach Johnson. He missed from
5 feet later in the third round
on No. 15 and was spewing
expletives all the way to the
next tee.
"It happens," Woods said
Sunday. "Not too many golf
courses that you misread putts
that badly. This golf course is
one."
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so. Cameo Mips 88011.564,001 1.736.8(is), Justin Loonod end Jason
51. Ben Crane
36711,432,110
Day, 1.737. 10. Greg Cholmws, 1.738. •
52. Wan Owls
82361,670,658
Illidle Awcap
63. Nellwt Omen
1, Dusan Johnson,4.16.2. Anthony Kim,:
8201,385.107
64. Ched Campbell 6101264,346
4.14. 3, llgsr Woods, 4.12. 4, Hunter
55. J.B. Holmes
81311.110,934
Mann. 4.09. 5, Fred Couples. 4.0. 6,
56. Jonathan Byrd
Amon Day,4.06.7. Jonathon Byrd. 4.04.
5001.115.371
57. Jason Dueler
78711,343,199
S. Lucas Glover, 4.01. 9, Joe Durant,
58. Kenn Sutherland 7701,029,010
3.98. 10, Sloe Strider, 3.97.
N. Una Oulgiey
7701,361.128
1741!••091196 P9O
60. Malt Kudos
1. Bubb. women 66.7. 2. Retie
70111889.243
61. Bill Hass
7001,004,798
Goosen,64.5.3 Phi Aliolosison, 91.1.4,,
62. John Merrick
Dustin Johnson, 102.0.5, Kevin elodsc.
78101.430•392
0Lee Jansen
7382871,07
1052.6, Chris Riley, 100.8. 7,11orgis64. Boo Week*/
73011280,40
Gods. 112.5. 8, Jimmy Walker, 113.4:
05. Bob
7201011,419
9. Andres Romero, 116.7. 10, QOM!
08. Greg Owen
7101100.194
VIlisps, 117.0.
67. Fred Coupes
70611,167,871
Sand Save
N. D.A. Points
7011,011,646
1, Luise Donskl, (18.71
.
111:11
,
111roMn
89. Charlie 'Al
09861 238,161
64.08%. 3, Brian Goy, 02.31114.'4, David
70. Briny Baird
0611,152.609
Mathis. 62.07%. 5. Ma* Wilson,
71. Sergio Garcia
6790191,897
60.18%. 6, With Simpson. 60.14%. 7,
72. audio 1Vallon
07711,259.337
&ad Adamants.50.81%.& Matt
73. J.J. Henry
8701.108,230
59.110%. 9, Ian Pouliot. 50.52%. 10, Joe
74. egos Molder
16051.165.600 Og'vb. 511.31%.
75. Woo* Austin
867111,00,70
141141rewnd lumen
76:Whim GoggIn 11011.0116.1107
1, Tiger Viands, 194.2. Jonathan Byrd.
n. Tim Peirovic
esestoit.oss 361. 3 (tiei), Steve Strider and Hunan
7e• V101 di*
84751219,790
Mohan, 381. 5, David 'Thins, 377. 6.
79. Jul Moue
Lucas Glover,3116 7, Jason De* 301.8,
24511.016.038
W.Jo* Roes
8312$790,693
Dustin Johnson. 393. 9, Kenny Perry,
61. Jason Bohn
394. 10, Tim Cie*,405.
eve:sexes
Jelf Overkm
80251,001,821
PGA TOUR 011101 Money Leedom
N. Troy lAstisson
0011493,077
1, Tiger Woods (14), 118,183,163. 2,
84. Michael Uitrig
5971877.908
Sieve Sincere, (19), $4,696,098. 3,
66. rechand S. Johnson541011146,953
Kenny Pony,(21), $4,071,137. 4, Zach
IS. nod Pimping
5921782.297
Johnson, (22), $4,033,0911. 5, Phil
87. Stephen Arnim
Midarlson, (15), 0.105,911. 6, Lucas
59211.042.728
86. Tod Purdy
58011718,492
Glover, (23), 33,442,942. 7. Geoff
89. Kevin fikeeknan 5711859,211
Ogilvy. (17), 0441,995. 8, Y.E. Yang,
SO. tiopil McCarron 5011030,781
(20), $3.309,316. 9, Seen (Their.(NV
91. Jones NOW
5800153292
0221.493. 10, Brian Gay, (22),92. Kevin Stadler
5671673,614
12.906.145.
93. Marc Laishman
5471838,243

SportsBriefs
II The MHS Failpitch Club will hold 50 reguler monthly Meeting on
Wednesday, Sept.2 at 5:45 p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. All persons Interested in the fastpitch softball programs at MMS and MHS are invited to
attend. Fundraising, field work and spring plans are on the agenda.
III Miller Memorial Golf Course wNI hold a Junior Golf Clinic on
Mondays this fall, beginning on Sept. 14. The otnic will begin at 5 p.m.
and last until 8:15 and will be held Sept. 14, 21 and 28 and Oct. 5, 12
and 19. Age limit Is 19 and participation is limited to the Nrst 20 paid
entries.
• Murray State Univereay'll Program of Distinction in
Telecommunications Systems Management will host the AT&T Women
In Telecom Golf Day on Thursday, Sept. 17, at Miller Memorial Golf
Course. This *vent was developed speeMcally for women in the telecom
Industry and Is designed for women who may or may not play golf. Since
AT&T is sponsoring the event, the Center for TM at MSU is only ask-

40tAr
four Labor
Party Supplies Today!

•

Olhere receiving vows: 11, Lou. Fern
Creak 19. 12, Lou. DuPont Manual 14,
12. Apollo 14. 14. Greenwood 12. IS,
Conner 6. 16, North Heron 7. 17, RyN
5. 17, Lou. Bollard S. 1.', Central Hardin
5_
AN Associated Press members In
Kentucky we HMOs to parildpres in
the high school football poll Thom who
voted lor this week's poll are: Daily
News. Bowling Green; Timm-Tribune,
New•-Entorprise,
The
Corbin,
ENzabethtown; The State Journal,
Frankfort; Glasgow Daily Orrin; The
Gleaner, Henderson: Kentucky New
Era, Hopkinaves; Lexington HeraldLew:1w The Ledgor-indspendsm, The
Mayneki Messenger. The Murray
Times; Owensboro
Ledger
&
Messenger-inquirer: The Paducah Sun:
Aposisohisn News Express, Pikeville;
Kentucky Enquirer. Fort Mitchell
INKYX. WLKY. WTVO. W/.17
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least of the Hilltoppers troubles.
Tennessee's All-American defensive
back Enc Berry comes into the game as
a point of emphasis for the Hilltoppers,
who saw their share of talented defen-

MINERAL WELLS
PACKAGE STORE
The Purchase/Sheridan team are the 2009 tri-level
tennis state champions after competing In the state
tournament Aug. 29-30. 'The Sheridan team finished
league play and tournament play with a 9-0 record
and will advance to play Arkansas and Tennessee
In Jackson, Tenn., Oct. 2-4. Team members are
Vicki Brantley, Susie McCrady, Tammy Cook, Dana
Sheridan, Jan Pigg and Chris Wendel.

Cosa 908 Mineral Wells Ave.• Pads, TN
Malawi
731-642-7788
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